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Working out a future for Europe's coal 
In June 1980, the Heads of Government of the seven 
leading industrial nations of the West, together with 
representatives of the EEC, met in Venice in an 
attempt to reach agreement on a co-ordinated re-
structuring of energy demand. The aim was to free 
their economies from excessive dependence on oil-
particularly 0 PEC oil- through increased energy 
efficiency and greater diversification of energy 
sources. 
What emerged was a declaration- very similar to 
the energy-policy guidelines laid down by the 
Council of Energy Ministers of the Community who 
had met in Brussels a fortnight earlier- in which 
In May, Europe's coal industry- and the NCB in particular- had an opportunity of reviewing their progress along those lines at an international conference, held at the 
London Press Centre, to consider new oppor-
tunities for coal in helping to meet world 
energy needs. The successes outlined in the 
conference papers - albeit tinged by the cur-
rent recession, which has considerably re-
duced energy consumption throughout the 
Community - were encouraging. For the first 
time in years, less than half the Community's 
energy requirements during 1982 will depend 
on oil, whilst 70 per cent of electricity produc-
tion will be generated by solid fuels and 
atomic energy, thereby reaching the lower-
limit target originally set for 1990. 
RON BARRY examines 
moves towards a common 
EEC coal policy, and 
describes the advanced 
techniques now being 
used in the Community's 
energy drive 
Part of this success is due to the develop-
ment and application of new technologies 
within the Community's coal industry. The 
electricity supply industry, for example, sees 
a great future for coal in electricity generation 
through fluidised-bed combustion. This pro-
cess could multiply the industrial market for 
coal four-fold during the next two decades to 
40 million tonnes a year in Britain alone. 
The basic concept of this versatile technolo-
gy is that coal is supplied to a hot bed of 
particles-for example, coal-ash or silic.a sand 
- and is fluidised by the upward passage of a 
stream of air. Because of such thorough mix-
ing the coal is quickly distributed throughout 
the bed and is rapidly burnt, producing heat at .... 
In Europe's mines, old methods ore giving 
way to new technologies. 
targets were set for achievement during the period 
up to 1990. These were: 
First, to reduce oil consumption to 40 per cent of 
total primary energy consumption. Second·, to re-
duce the rate of growth of energy demand, compared 
with that of GNP, toafigureofO. 7 or less, by means 
of vigorous programmes of energy conservation. 
Third, to cover 70 to 75 per cent of primary energy 
requirements for electricity production by means of 
solid fuels and nuclear energy. And fourth, to apply 
pricing principles under which consumer prices 
reflect representative conditions on world-markets 
and long-run costs. 
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a high rate for steam-raising, water heating or 
other purposes. Such a system, utilising a 4.5 
megawatt boiler, has been incorporated in a 
district heating scheme operating in the 
Edmonton area of London, which supplies 
heat to 2,500 homes, a shopping complex, a 
swimming pool and local government offices. 
For such general purposes, the reactor is 
only slightly pressurised; but the future is 
seen to lie in the development and use of 
fluidised combustion operating at pressures 
up to 20 atmospheres. The process makes use 
of the same chemical reactions between coal, 
oxygen, carbon-dioxide and steam as most 
existing gasifiers, but differs from them main-
ly in the way the reactants are brought 
together and in the operating temperature. It 
offers the prospect of high-efficiency electric-
ity generation by way of a 'combined cycle' 
design, which would provide direct heat for 
steam-raising to drive a steam turbine and 
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'Forthefirsttime in 
years, less than half 
the Community's 
energy reguirements 
during 1982 will 
depend on oil' 
produce gas to drive a gas turbine. 
An example of the international import-
ance of such a technology is the development 
of an experimental facility at Grimethorpe 
Colliery, in Yorkshire, as an International 
Energy Agency project jointly funded by Bri-
tain, the USA and West Germany. It will 
explore fluidised combustion on a large scale, 
and also assess the extent of cost-savings over 
conventional power generation systems. 
Power stations are coal's biggest market, 
taking two-thirds of total coal output from 
NCB pits to generate 80 per cent of Britain's 
electricity. The thermal efficiency of the latest 
coal-fired stations has already been increased 
to about 38 per cent. When the new coal-fired 
power station being built next to an existing 
one at Drax in Yorkshire comes on stream it 
will be the biggest electricity generating site in 
Britain. (See Roy Stemman's report, page 6.) 
The prospect offluidised combustion increas-
ing the profitability of such an enterprise is a 
glittering prize indeed. 
The conference also rook time to consider 
developments within the synthetic fuel mar-
ket. Three main avenues are available 
through which coal can replace oil by direct 
substitution: conversion of oil-fired burners 
to coal-burning; substitution of part of the oil 
by means of a coal/oil blend; and the use of 
coal/water mixtures. But additionally, vir-
tually anything processed from oil can be 
made from coal, and development work with-
in the NCB is ensuring that petrol, jet and 
diesel fuels and chemical feedstocks can be 
efficiently prepared from coal in the next ten 
years using a liquefaction process. 
Following encouraging results from the 
laboratory-scale plant at the NCB's Coal Re-
search Establishment, a scaled-up pilot plant 
capable of processing 25 tonnes of coal per day 
is under construction at Point of Ayr in North 
Wales. Designed by the NCB and the British 
Petroleum Company, with support from the 
Department of Energy, the pilot scheme will 
cost some £40 million to construct and com-
mission, £12 million of which comes jointly 
from the British Government and Commun-
ity funds. Working experience of this North 
Wales pilot plant should enable the first 
semi-commercial plant to be commissioned in 
the early 1990's, with the ability to expand 
such 'coal refining' from then on. This direct 
liquefaction is more efficient than the syn-
thesis oil-from-coal process developed from 
German wartime technology, making more 
than rwice as much transport fuel from coal 
than its predecessors. 
Current research work is also ensuring that 
new processes will be ready to make gas from 
coal when off-shore supplies of natural gas 
pass their peak. Already the NCB produce 
sufficient gas - from their coke works and by 
extracting mine gas - to supply the whole of 
Britain with gas for one full working week, 
equivalent to 1 million tonnes of coal energy. 
They are also world leaders in methane extrac-
tion techniques. The methane gas, trapped in 
the pores of the coal for 300 million years, 
varies in content from one cubic metre per 
tonne of Midland coal to as much as 20 cubic 
metres per tonne in Welsh anthracite. 
But in the new systems to increase the 
supply of gas by a process of direct or total 
gasification of coal, gas is not a by-product but 
the sole or major output. CRE are developing 
a new coal gasification process based on flui-
dised-bed technology along similar lines to 
the Grimesthorpe experiment. 
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Such development investment in new coal 
technology is an area where the interests of all 
member states in the Community converge, 
whether they have a home coal industry or not 
-hence the EEC funding. But the willingness 
of investors to go for new systems of combus-
tion and coal utilisation presupposes confi-
dence in the longer-term availability of sup-
plies. And here the Council of Energy Minis-
ters are having to rely upon a crystal-ball 
approach in considering how coal might play a 
'New processes will be 
ready to make gas 
from coal when 
offshore supplies pass 
their peak' 
Opposite and below: construction work 
in progress at the giant Selby complex, 
Yorkshire, which is being built with the 
help of ECSC loans (see next report, 
pages 6 and 7). Left: a continuous rail 
service plies between pits and power 
stations. The purpose-built wagons can 
be loaded and unloaded on the move. 
greater role in the Community's future energy 
balance. One of their key assumptions is that 
over the next 20 years GNP will increase by an 
average of 2. 5 per cent per year. Such a rise in 
GNP could result in coal consumption rising 
from the 1980 figure of 314 million tonnes to 
one of 360 million tonnes in 1990, possibly 
peaking at 500 million by the year 2000, with 
most of the additional requirement- some 70 
to 75 per cent- coming from electricity gen-
eration. 
The development of coal production on 
such a scale, with an accompanying handling 
and transport infrastructure, will in itself re-
quire investment on a vast scale which- in the 
absence of anything better than the crystal-
ball predictions- could not be justified at the 
present. 
The contribution of indigenous coal in the 
Community's total coal requirements has de-
clined from 90 per cent in 1973 to 77 per cent 
in 1980, whilst that of imported coal increased 
proportionately. The bulk of Community 
coal, with the exception of several NCB pits, is 
more costly to exploit than coal from overseas, 
and therefore most of the projected additional 
requirements will have to be met by imports. 
However, since Community-produced coal 
offers advantages over imported coal in terms 
both of security of supply and of insurance 
against the risk of adverse price movements 
on the world market - there is no point in 
exchanging OPEC for COALPEC! - the 
Community as such intends to continue its 
existing activity and investment in indigenous 
coal production and the NCB are among its 
beneficiaries. 
During the period 1973 to 1981, Commun-
ity loans were provided to support investment 
in home coal industries or in coal-related in-
vestment such as coal-fired power stations to 
the tune of£1.4 billion. A further £400 million 
was made available for investment, offering 
new jobs for miners leaving unprofitable sec-
tors of the coal industry and £395 million in 
the form of grants for coal-related activities 
such as demonstration projects for gasifica-
tion and liquefaction of coal and research into 
tnining technology. The lion's share of these 
loans and grants went to the two main coal-
producing countries, Britain and the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
But the future of the coal industry is still not 
clear-cut. Given adequate and continuing coal 
supplies, member states will need to take all 
possible steps to encourage both public and 
private investment in the conversion or recon-
version of oil-fired combustion equipment to 
solid fuels. 01 
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Yorkshire's giant new coalfield 
is looking good 
In April next year the first coal from the vast new 
Selby coalfield inN orth Yorkshire is expected to be 
brought to Jhe surface. It will be another four or five 
years before the mine is in full production; and only 
then will Selby begin to earn money to pay for the 
£900 million which the National Coal Board has 
sunk into the project. Part of the money which the 
NCB has borrowed for the Selby work-£190 million 
-has come from Europe in the form of European 
Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) loans at special 
low interest rates. Right now, with construction at its 
peak, the NCB is spending £3 million a week on what 
will ultimately become Western Europe's largest 
mining complex. 
C oal mining has existed in the North Yorkshire area since Roman times, and pits around W akefield, Bradford and Leeds were in the thick of the 
Industrial Revolution. It lies on the edge of 
the rich East Pennine Coalfield (which in-
cludes Nottinghamshire, North Derbyshire 
and West Yorkshire) which produces almost 
half Britain's coal output. 
The NCB's North Yorkshire area is a nar-
row band about 10 miles wide, running west 
to east on aline below Leeds and Selby. In this 
coal corridor are 17 pits, with a yearly output 
of nine million tonnes. And when Selbycomes 
on stream, North Yorkshire's coal production 
will double. 
The discovery ofSelby coalfield came in the 
mid-1960s, at a time when cheap oil made 
Europe's coal industry seem an expensive 
means of producing energy. By the time of the 
1973 oil crisis, however, the NCB had com-
pletedits feasibility studies and it was not long 
before Selby was given the go-ahead. It was 
the first time that mining engineers were able 
to design a mine 'from scratch'; and it means 
that Selby has tremendous environmental 
advantages over traditional mines. 
Beneath the North Yorkshire countryside 
is a huge seam of rock almost as large as the Isle 
of Wight and between six and eleven feet in 
depth. To get at it the NCB is having to drill 
some of the deepest shafts in Britain. The 
North Selby mineshaft descends 3,425 feet. 
To make miningsuchalarge seam manage-
able the NCB is establishing five mines at 
North Selby, Stilling fleet, Wistow, Riccall 
and Whitemoor. Each of these mines will 
work four coalfaces at a time. But no coal will 
bebroughttothesurface.Allthemineswillbe 
linked underground, and their coal will be 
carried on conveyor belts - the biggest in 
Europe-to a sixth site, Gascoigne Wood drift 
mine. Coal from the most distant workings 
will travel IS miles underground and climb 
3,280 feet to Gascoigne Wood. 
At peak production Selby will be providing 
10 million tonnes of coal a year, most of which 
will go to power stations in the vicinity. Three 
major power stations exist within 10 miles of 
Gascoigne Wood. Between them, they burn 
16 million tonnes of coal a year. 
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With the help oflow-interest 
loans from Europe, the NCB 
is pressing ahead with a 
development that will 
provide British power-
stations with some 10 million 
tonnes of coal a year. 
ROY STEMMAN reports 
The NCB will be using a fleet of'merry-go-
round' trains, in which locomotives and their 
wagons are permanently coupled and run on a 
continuous circuit from pithead to power sta-
tion and back again. By the late 1980s a train 
loaded with 1,000 tonnes of coal will leave 
Gascoigne Wood drift mine every halfhour. 
One of the power stations it will serve is 
Drax, six miles south of Selby. Drax A, with 
three 660 MW turbo-generators, came into 
operation in 1974. Drax B, which will also 
have three 660 MW turbo-generators, is now 
under construction and due for completion in 
1986. Like the Selby coalfield, it has also 
qualified for an ECSC loan- of £500 million. 
Total cost of the project was put at £750 
million in 1980. 
The new power station alone will gobble up 
almost half of Selby's annual production, for 
Drax B will require between four and four-
and-a-half million tonnes of coal a year. 
Because of the quality of the Selby coal no 
waste rock is anticipated, nor will the mine 
need a 'washery'toremoveshaleanddirt. The 
absence of surface pitheaps, and the concen-
tration of production from five mines to a 
single location, will all benefit the environ-
ment. But mining on such a scale does present 
problems of subsidence, in an area of low-
lying farmland crossed by a major tidal river, 
the Ouse. 
The engineers responsible for the mine will 
.use a method which enables them to predict 
and control surface subsidence. A pillar of 
unworked coal will be left under the 900-year-
old Selby Abbey to protect it, extending 
under a large area of the town centre and the 
river bend in the town. 
But it has not proved possible to do the same 
for the London-Edinburgh railway line, 
which runs right across the coalfield, through 
Selby, on its way to York. A pillar of coal13 
miles long and a mile wide would have been 
needed to prevent subsidence of the railway 
line - and that would have upset the econo-
mics of the coalfield. Instead, the NCB is 
paying for a 14-mile track diversion to steer 
the express trains away from the area. It also 
has to construct 12 road bridges and three 
others over rivers or canals. 
Because of the diversion on the East Coast, 
main line inter-city trains will no longer call at 
Selby, though it will continue to be served by 
the east-west Hull-Selby-Leeds main line. 
But that, perhaps, is a small price to pay for 
the4,000miningjobswhichSelbywillcreate. 
Passengers on the London-Edinburgh 
route are unlikely to notice much difference. 
Many of them will be asleep as their high-
speed trains skirt the Selby coalfield. In 
March this year British Rail introduced its 
new sleeping cars on the East Coast line, paid 
for by a £10 million loan from the European 
Investment Bank (EIB). It has also borrowed 
£85 million in the past for its modernisation 
programme on the line. 
The new sleeping cars are based on the 
successful Inter-City 125 Mk III coach de-
sign, with its air-cushioned suspension, 
smooth air brake system, air-conditioning 
and double glazing. The sleeping cars have 
wall-to-wall carpeting, instant hot and cold 
water, and numerous other facilities, includ-
ing connecting doors between adjacent pairs 
for family accommodation for up to four 
people. 
Money from Europe, in the form of grants 
totalling almost £1 million from the European 
Regional Development Fund, has also been 
awarded to British Rail to help it improve its 
freight facilities in the South Yorkshire area. 
This is a £15 million resignalling project-one 
of the largest of its kind undertaken by BR-
covering 180 miles of railway formerly con-
trolled by many old signal boxes, some dating 
back to the 19th century. 
When the project is complete, the track will 
come under the control of just one modern 
signalling installation, at Sheffield, equipped 
with mimic panels for the entire rail network 
under its supervision and TV monitors for 
safe remote control oflevel crossing barriers. 
Work is now well advanced on the freight lines 
in the Mexborough and Rotherham areas. 
Another form of transport, waterways, is 
enjoying a revival and it is likely to have an 
early impact. A £10 million improvement 
scheme along 22 miles of the Sheffield & 
South Yorkshire Navigation is now nearing 
completion, which will boost waterway traffic 
from the Humberside ports through to the 
heart of industrial Yorkshire. 
This is the first major inprovement of a 
commercial waterway in Britain since 1905, 
and the first to receive grants from the Euro-
pean Regional Development Fund. 
The scheme involves the lengthening, 
improvement or reconstruction of ten locks, 
the widening or removal of eight bridges, and 
the removal of sharp bends which restricted 
the size of barges able to navigate the section 
between Rotherhamand New Junction Canal 
at Bramwith, east ofDoncaster. 
When the improvement scheme is corn-
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Pfhe lion's share of 
loans and grants went 
to Britain and 
Germany' 
pleted at the end of this year, 700-tonne barges 
of suitable design will be able to use the 
waterway, increasing the cargo it carries from 
the present 300,000 tonnes a year to a poten-
tial two million tonnes or more. Cargoes will 
include oil, steel, tar and aggregates. 
The ERDF gave a £242,000 grant in the 
first year of the project which represented 15 
per cent of that year's costs. In 1980 a further 
grant, of £1,009,060, was given, which 
amounted to 20 per cent of the expenditure. 
The South Yorkshire Canal penetrates 36 
miles inland from Goole, on the River Ouse. 
Modern coal-cutting shearsofthetype 
to be used to mine coal at Selby. 
Since the Ouse runs into the Humber Estuary 
it means that Yorkshire's major commercial 
centres of Sheffield, Rotherham and Doncas-
ter will all be linked, by water, with the open 
sea 80 miles away, and the gateway ports of 
Hullandlmmingham. 
The development of the South Yorkshire 
Canal is a fillip for those who believe our 
waterways are a unique national asset that has 
been neglected and under-utilised. The im-
provements will speed up the traffic on this 
section of the waterway and cut down on fuel 
bills, making the transport of heavy cargo an 
attractive alternative to road haulage. 
What is more, the new Transport Act 
allows the Government to give grants to com-
panies willing to transfer traffic from roads to 
railways or waterways. Already, the Aire and 
Calder Navigation Canal, which can carry 
700-tonne barges, is an important link be-
tween North Yorkshire and Humberside, 
carrying a significant tonnage of coal. 
Because it is a steel-producing area, York-
shire has also received considerable sums of 
money from Europe to finance measures to 
help steelworkers affected by closures or 
modernisation. Sheffield, not surprisingly, .... 
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Operating in London presented the Midland Bank's Head Office with a number of problems. Severe staff shortage was a major headache. Lack 
of suitable office space at a time of expansion 
also created difficulties. Highrates,highrents 
and a high turnover of staff- costly in wasted 
training time alone- caused the bank to look 
elsewhere to re-locate some of its Head Office 
departments. 
It looked at 150 towns and cities- and chose 
Sheffield in Yorkshire. 
The move was an expensive one, but it had 
paid off. Financial assistance was given to 
London staff who agreed to move-700 did so 
- and a further 900 people were recruited 
locally. 
The Midland Bank needed a location with a 
strong labour market, good road and rail com-
munications with London, and good com-
munity facilities. It also hoped for a university 
town so that it could receive academic back-
up. Sheffield fulfilled all these needs. 
As a result its computer operations, econo-
mics, public relations, advertising, market 
planning, statistics and registrar departments 
were all uprooted and planted in Yorkshire in 
a splendid office block. Now, says the bank, if 
it were to invite its staff to return to London it 
would meet with tremendous resistance. The 
transfer to Sheffield received a£479 ,984 grant 
from the European Regional Development 
Fund. 
moved to Sheffield 
To help improve 
freight transport in the 
area, British Rail has 
received£1 million 
from the European 
Regional 
Development Fund 
~ has received a number of these ECSC 
readaptation grants. Aurora Steels received 
£905,000 for 397 workers when its Ecclesfield 
works closed. And Eclipse Tools were given 
£350,000 for 200 workers affected by the 
closure of its steel strip production facilities at 
their Hallamshire and N a pier steel works. 
Two British Steel Corporation plants in the 
area have also received ECSC grants. The 
most seriously affected wa& Rotherham 
Works, where2,774workerswereaffected by 
a cutback in 1980 and 1981. The European 
Grontsofnearly£1 millionfromthe 
European Regional Develo_pment Fund 
have gone towards British Roil's 
resignalling proiect (left) in the South 
Yorl<shire area. Below: three Leeds 
businessmen who have profited from the 
European Social Fund: Executex 
chairman John Luper (centre), Jack 
King born and Leo Lindemonn. 
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fund paid out over £6 '12 million to the em-
ployees concerned. In Sheffield, the closure of 
some ofBSC's Grirnesthorpe Works' furnaces 
affected 447 workers who received a total of 
£98,000. 
At Scunthorpe, South Humberside, 917 
workers affected by the closure of part of the 
BSC's works received £1,210,000 from the 
ECSC Fund. The grants apply to small com-
panies as well as the giants: a£2,000grant, for 
example, was paid to Watsons of Sheffield for 
10 people affected by the closure of its electric 
arc furnace. 
Elsewhere, closures and redundancies have 
affected other businesses in the region, parti-
cularly those in the textile industry. Despite 
the difficulties- and with hardly a week pas-
sing without the announcement of another 
clothing manufacturer going to the wall -
textiles remain important, particularly to 
West Yorkshire. 
It is, for example, still the major centre for 
the manufacture of high-grade worsted cloths 
and Leeds continues to be renowned for 
menswear clothing. Though the industry has 
nothing akin to the ECSC grants to cushion 
the blow of a declining market, many 
businesses have received European grants to 
help train their workers to handle new 
machinery or learn new manufacturing tech-
niques. 
One of these is Executex Clothes Ltd of 
Leeds, who have been making coats for Bur-
berrys for some years. Two years ago Ex-
ecutex bought another manufacturer in the 
city, W. J . Fotherby, which had a good made-
to-measure trade. However, the bottom drop-
ped out of that particular market so Group 
chairman John Luper decided to change to 
the production of ready-made two-piece 
suits. 
The two Executex factories continued to 
produce coats for Burberrys, while the 
Fotherby factory made 4,000 suits a week. 
But history repeated itself and the ready-
mademarketalsofellaway. Reluctandy, John 
Luper issued 90-day redundancy notices to 
the Fotherby employees just before Christ-
mas 1981, but he continued to search for a 
solution to his problem. And he found one. 
It was agreed that Executexshould move its 
Burberry production from the two existing 
factories into the Fotherby factory. This had 
advantages for Burberrys, who maintain on-
the-spot quality inspection at the premises of 
their out-workers. With a single factory they 
could supervise more efficiendy and less ex-
pensively. In return, they gave Executex an 
additional line: a trench coat. 
When I visited the factory it was a fortnight 
away from completion, having been stripped 
bare and re-designed while the loyal work-
force continued to produce the quality 
garments for which the company is so highly 
regarded. The move has meant that John 
Luper can continue to produce ready-made 
suits, too, but on a reduced scale which makes 
economic sense while the market is 
depressed. 
A few years ago Executex received a 
£35 ,000 grant from the European Social Fund 
to enable it to retrain 314 workers in the 
production of overcoats and raincoats, using a 
different method. 
Very shortly, the company hopes to be the 
recipient of another grant from Europe. John 
Luper's job-saving plan for the Fotherby 
workers was dependent on a grant from the 
Department of Industry for £125,000 and an 
ERDF grant of £168,000. He needed to put 
the plan into operation immediately to pre· 
vent the redundancies; but he has now been 
told that the Section 7 Industry Grant for 
which he has applied cannot be given, because 
the project was started before the grant was 
approved- even though, says John Luper, it 
was indi.cated that it would be given. The EEC 
grant will be given only if his appeal to the 
Department oflndustry is successful. 
'Executex hasn't had a day's short-time in 
five years, which is almost unheard of in the 
clothing industry,' John Luper told me. 
'Those girls have not lost a penny's wages in 
that time. If we were to go down, because of 
the merger and refusal to give us the grant, it 
would be criminal. We wouldn't be in busi-
ness if we had waited for the grant. Now, 
because we didn't wait, we are told we cannot 
have it.' 
It is a case of a stitch in time saving more 
than time-it would save the jobs of200 textile 
workers. The Executex workforce are now 
anxiously awaiting the outcome of their boss's 
appeal. t1 
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Are British firms missing out on Lome? 
M owlem is a British firm constructing geothermal wells in Ethiopia. There may not appear to be anything very strange about 
that. But, in fact, the company is one of a 
rare breed. The wells are being constructed 
under a works contract from the European 
Development Fund (EDF)- the financial 
instrument which, through the Lome 
Conventions, provides financial aid to over 
sixty developing countries in Africa, the 
Caribbean and the Pacific. 
This joint co-operation venture between 
Community and ACP countries is designed to 
encourage development in accordance with 
the latters' own strategic plans. Britain contri-
butes 18.7percenttotheEDFbudget. But, as 
the accompanying table shows, Britain fails 
overall to obtain contracts in proportion to her 
contribution. 
This is a matter of concern both to the 
British Overseas Trade Board and to the 
European Commission, each of which, in the 
last few years, has sought to interest British 
business in the opportunities available. 
The position varies, however, according to 
the type of work required. British consultants 
have been particularly successful in winning 
contracts, and are incensed that quotas im-
posedin this sector prevent them from obtain-
ing more. British firms are also doing well on 
supply contracts. It is on works contracts that 
British companies appear to show little in-
terest, and where the take-up is small. 
In 1981, for instance, only 38 UK firms bid 
for two EDF tenders for works contracts of 
about £1.2 million each, compared with 220 
bids from France, 146 from ACP companies, 
69fromltaly and 64 from Germany. UKfirms 
have the same ratio of success in winning 
contracts as their Community counterparts, 
but there are too few of them. Yet 62 per cent 
of EDF contracts in money terms are works 
contracts. 
Under Lome II, signed in 1979 and running 
until.198S, the fifth EDF (EDF V) provides 
about £2,200 million (3, 700 million ECU) for 
aid projects in the ACP states, so that roughly 
£400 million worth of contracts should be 
PEGGY CRANE looks at 
the extent to which UK 
companies are taking up 
contracts in parts of the 
world that need them most 
available to the UK. Contractors' costs are 
guaranteed by the Fund so that financial risks 
cannot be compared with direct investment 
ventures. Why then, in this sector at least, are 
British companies so reluctant to try their 
luck? 
A Select Committee of the House of Lords 
investigated the problems in 1980. It found 
that, at the end of 197', comparing contribu-
tions and aggregate value of contracts won on 
a percentage basis, France and Italy while 
contributing respectively 26 per cent and 12 
per cent to the EDP budget won 33 per cent 
and 20 per cent of contracts. Germany, contri-
buting 26 per cent to the EDF, won 18 per 
cent, whereas the UK share in that year was 10 
percent. 
Britain only becameinvolvedin theEDF in 
1975 under Lome I, whereas the Commun-
ity's six founder members had worked a simi-
lar system under the previous Yaounde Con-
ventions for years. In the early days, there-
fore, British firms were at a disadvantage in 
not appreciating the opportunities available 
or their way around the European Commis-
sion. 
Mter nearly ten years of UK Community 
membership, however, that excuse wears 
thin, particularly as both the BOTB and the 
Commission have been at great pains to re-
medy the situation. Yet the Select Committee 
could point to large companies that still knew 
nothing about the EDF. 
Ignorance, however, was only one prob-
lem. In evidence to the Committee, firms that 
had tendered successfully described their ex-
periences. Themaincomplaintsweredifficul-
ties encountered in finding the right person in 
the Commission in London or Brussels to 
UK share of contracts awarded to EC member states under EDF IV (Lome I) by value 
Toendof1978 Toendof1980 Toendof1981 
Works contracts 4.0 6.8 
Supply contracts 21.2 17.8 
Technical co-operation 
contracts (consultancies) 12.0 16.3 
Total contracts 9.1 12.1 
Sources: BOTB Working Group on the EDF Report, April1981 
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12.7 
clarify matters concerning documentation, 
insurance and other technicalities; the belief 
that desk officers in Brussels were not always 
impartial in awarding contracts; and certain 
problems and delays in EDF reimburse-
ments. 
One firm, unaccustomed to the Commis-
sion's ways, told their Lordships that their 
contract had been awarded in June, but 'we 
did not realise that everybody goes on holiday 
in July and August. And anyway the bureau-
crat who was dealing with our project had 
broken his arm and could not sign the relevant 
document.' 
Since the House of Lords investigation, 
both the Commission and the British Over-
seas Trade Board have acted to improve com-
munications between British business and 
Brussels. Bidding procedures have been sim-
plified* and efforts have been made to ensure 
that EDF repayments arrive on schedule. A 
Commercial First Secretary, Mr Selby J ohns, 
attached to the UK Office of Permanent Rep-
resentation (UKREP) in Brussels, has for the 
past two years been available to facilitate con-
tracts between British firms and the right 
person in the Commission responsible for a 
particular project. The Projects and Export 
Policy Division of the Department of Trade 
and Industry also holds regular seminars to 
acquaint businessmen of the opportunities 
1lt is on works 
contrads that British 
companies appear to 
show liHie interest' 
• 1 
available. But as far as works contracts are 
concerned, the response remains disappoint-
ing. 
Some businessmen allege that there is no 
point in tendering for works contracts of 
under £20 million or so, as the effort involved 
is not commensurate. Yet here the Mowlem 
experience is instructive. The initial contract 
for the geothermal wells (which the firm hopes 
to extend) was for about £2 million, but Mow-
lem has had considerable experience in aid 
contracts with other agencies and, prior to the 
Ethiopian contract, had been working on a 
power station project in Kenya. So it already 
had useful contacts in East Mrica, and was 
aware of the plan for building the wells at an 
early stage. Its representatives worked closely 
with the Commission delegation in Addis 
Abbaba, and did not need to get directly 
involved with Brussels. There have been no 
problems over documentation or EDF repay-
*'fhe BOTB Business Guide to the European Develop-
ment Fund (December 1981) is a mine of information on 
these matters. 
ments and, according to its spokesman, the 
firm would have no hesitation in tendering 
again. 
Undoubtedly, experience of working in de-
veloping countries is an asset, as conditions 
can often be unpredictable and difficult. Even 
so, according to some businessmen there is 
still a strong feeling in the UK that competi-
tion for EDF tenders is not always fair. They 
maintain that the set-up was established 
mainly by the French - and, as the figures 
show, the French appear adept at being 
awarded the majority of contracts. There are 
also allegations that some Continental firms-
the Italians are most often named - are less 
scrupulous or meticulous in tendering than 
British ones. 
In addition, many Community countries 
(as well as those outside the EC) offer their 
firms better guarantee and credit facilities 
than are obtainable in Britain, often utilising 
aid money to do so. Hitherto, Britain has 
sought to distinguish between trade and aid (a 
practice not normally followed elsewhere, 
particularly by the French), but the govern-
ment has now relented to the extent that, 
where it can be proved that an aid element is 
incorporated in competitors' tenders, UK 
firms may also benefit from a recept Aid and 
Trade provision for mixed credits. Pro-
cedures have to comply with OECD rules on 
export subsidies, and the credits are only 
available as a legitimate response to uneven 
competition, extending of course well beyond 
EDF contracts. 
All the same, there is no evidence that this 
innovation will galvanise British firms in a 
rush for EDF works orders. The clue to this 
reluctance may lie less in con~ern about the 
workings of the ED F than as a general reflec-
tion ofBritish investment patterns in develop-
ing countries. According to OECD figures, 
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'Much UK investment 
is a legacy from earlier 
days of empire' 
tions, enforced price controls, insistence on 
host country majority shareholdings and 
other factors create problems, particularly for 
smaller companies without considerable 
financial backing. 
Such difficulties may explain why the Cen-
tre for Industrial Development (CID), a 
Lome offshoot in Brussels, which aims to 
encourage joint ventures between Commun-
ity and ACP enterprises, has found that few 
British companies are prepared to bite. True, 
according to businessmen who know the 
countries concerned, some CID offers are of 
doubtful viability, but the opportunities for 
exploration are there, with some financial 
help towards serious investigations. Foot-
holds, once established, can lead to more 
the UK net flow of private capital to de.velop- "" 
ing countries in general, represen ring 2. 26 per 
cent of GNP, considerably exceeds that of any 
of our Community partners. 
Much of this investment is a legacy from 
earlier days of empire. British firms such as 
Booker McConnell, BOC Group (formerly 
British Oxygen) and Turner & Newell, 
together with many others, had established 
themselves in Commonwealth countries long 
before independence, and most still retain a 
presence. But talking to representatives of 
some of these firms it is clear that, with the 
exception of Nigeria and Kenya, the ACP 
countries are not at present regarded as pro-
ductive investment centres. Political interfer-
ence or instability, ailing economies, and res-
trictions on shareholding and repatriation of 
profits, have led one or two of them to with-
draw from certain countries altogether. Even 
in Zimbabwe, where British investments total 
£700 million, new investors are holding back 
until the political scene clarifies. 
Investment without control and a prospect 
of profit is hardly an attractive financial ven-
ture. Though most ACP states, whatever 
their political orientation, are now seeking to 
attract more private enterprise, tax regula-
' High-level preparations aimed at adapting 
the European Community's development 
policy to the very real challenges facing the 
Third World in the Eighties have begun in 
Brussels. For the first time in almost 20 years, 
the Community appears ready to negotiate 
wide-ranging changes in the Lome Conven-
tion, its widely publicised trade and aid agree-
ment with over 60 African, Caribbean, and 
Pacific (ACP) states. 
Asian and Latin American countries, cur-
rently excluded from Lome, essentially still 
an Anglo-French colonial enterprise, have 
also put in demands for closer links with the 
EEC. More than ever before, these are now 
finding an echo within the Community. 
Although negotiations for a new conven-
tion are not expected to open until June, 1983, 
lucrative aid projects; but the initial stages do 
involve a lot of travel, hard work and some 
financial risk. 
Here, according to the CID, firms from 
other countries appear to be more adventur-
ous than the British, and have been prepared 
to compete in the English speaking ACP 
countries whereas- even allowing for the fact 
that the French run a near-closed shop in 
francophone Africa - few British firms have 
tried to penetrate that (admittedly smaller) 
commercial market. 
Privately, British businessmen and others 
admit that, whatever the legitimate excuse for 
English lack of interest in the EDF or joint 
ventures, at bottom too many UK firms are 
lacking an enterprising spirit: offered pros-
pects in a strange milieu, they don' t want to 
know. 
Whether this is a true assessment of British 
enterprise or not could be measured by more 
British firms competing for EDF works con-
tracts and showing a greater interest in joint 
ventures in the ACP countries. ~ 
Mr Edgard Pisani, the Commissioner for De-
velopment Policy, has already initiated an 
internal EEC debate on the future of links 
with the Third World in general and ACP in 
particular. 
He has ordered the Commission to come up 
with new ideas designed to improve - and 
change- the basic tenets of the LomeConven-
tion. 
The change in EEC tactics is a reflection of 
the new mood within the ACP group. Tired of 
hearing EEC officials extel the virtues of an 
agreement which is dearly no longer the 
'mode for North-South relations' that it set 
out to be, ACP representatives are in a fighting 
mood. ' 
0 Third World Review 
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FERDINANDO RICCARDI reports on the 
slow progress towards a unified currency 
system that would make Europe the master 
of its own policies 
g ago, when he was a vice-president of the European 
ommission, Raymond Barre observed that no nation is truly 
dependent unless it controls its own finances. Today, no-one 
would contest the claim, and many would probably point out 
that monetary interdependence between states is now so close that no 
European nation can really do anything on its own. 
Is there a contradiction in terms? If one is looking for monetary 
independence at a national level it will almost certainly be illusory. 
But at a European level it is another matter. The two observations 
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complement each other. Europe is not really independent without 
monetary independence. And no country can influence the monetary 
system on its own-so we have to look for the solution at a Community 
level. 
These considerations have to be taken into account when making 
any judgements on existing plans to develop and reinforce the 
European Monetary System. Current studies are often technical to 
the point of obscurity, but behind the jargon one can discern the 
fundamental policy objective: to make Europe master of its own 
choices and policies and to end its overdependence on decisions taken 
elsewhere, on other continents, which are (logically) not made in the 
European interests. 
Control of the money supply would enable the European 
Community to control and decide its own rates of inflation, its rate of 
economic growth, its balance between productivity and employment, 
new investment levels and interest rates, and a restructuring and 
relocation of industry and wealth. In short, almost everything that 
determines the lifestyle of the Community's 260 million citizens. 
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It would not be an exaggeration to say that, to a large degree, these 
are all determined by the monetary system. That is the size of the 
issue, and what is at stake in terms of the EMS. 
Then why is progress so difficult? Why are the issues at stake 
insufficient to persuade the politicians and monetary authorities 
responsible to do something about it right away? 
The answer lies in the existing economic situation. Monetary 
stability is not decided by politicians. No-one can decide whether or 
not a currency's value should remain unchanged or if parities between 
currencies should be fixed, by an act of Parliament. If a country's 
economic policy involves a budget deficit and a high rate of inflation, 
no technical device can stop that country's currency from declining in 
value. 
If two neighbouring countries have inflation rates of 20 per cent 
and S per cent respectively, nothing can stop the currency of the first 
devaluing against that of the second. The value of a currency is 
nothing more than a mirror of a given economic situation. 
The economic conditions prevailing in the European Community 
countries are, without doubt, the reason why, after three years of 
existence, the EMS has not yet led to monetary union. A look at the 
differences between inflation rates, budget deficits, gross national 
products and balance of payments deficits, reveals a picture. Over the 
past three years, governments have been unable to bring about a 
convergence of their economies, and in some cases an actual 
divergence has taken place, causing the Community to put off the 
planned 'institutional phase' of EMS, when shared monetary reserves 
would have been held and managed by a supranational authority- the 
European Monetary Fund. 
The transfer of powers from national to supranationallevel was to 
have been put into effect initially in the course of 1981, but has now 
been set back indefinitely. Nobody knows when it will become a 
reality. There is no longer a calendar, nor a political commitment. 
Does that mean that the EMS has run aground? Not at all. The 
EMS is an instrument, a mechanism designed to avoid changes in 
monetary parities resulting from changes in economic circumstances. 
To defend parity that has become unrealistic means wasting one's 
monetary reserves, before eventually having to give in anyway. The 
EMS does not aim to stop changes in parities, in fact, it requires them 
when they are absolutely necessary. 
Its role is to soften their impact and to anticipate them with its 
'economic indicators', making sure that crises do not occur. The great 
advantage of the EMS is that it stops wasteful currency fluctuations 
caused by psycholo"gical pressures and speculation, and not by 
changes in the real value of the currency. 
The reciprocal support and credit mechanisms of the EMS permit 
currencies to escape from the influence of these artificial factors, 
which play such a major role in excessive international currency 
fluctuations. The EMS makes for stability. Its indicators immediately 
show divergences and its cohesion contributes considerably to the 
weight ofEurope in the international monetary institutions. But the 
EMS cannot dictate economic policy on its own. It cannot make an 
active trading country cut back on its commercial activity, or make 
another impose a budget squeeze or make another put more into 
fighting inflation. It is an instrument of aid and co-operation, and 
nothing more. 
The European Commission summed up the first three years of the 
EMS in the following way. The three years that the EMS has been in 
operation have shown that it has succeeded in stabilizing the exchange 
parities of participants' currencies, while the two main third-country 
currencies, the dollar and the yen, and the British pound and Greek 
drachma, which do not belong to the system, have been very 
unstable. 
In all, five adjustments to the central parity were made, of which 
two applied to the same currency. They were made under precise 
market conditions with mutual agreement and according to common 
procedures which avoided having to resort to devaluations. Over the 
three years, exchange rate management used the facilities offered by 
the exchange rate and intervention mechanisms extensively. National 
monetary policies were better co-ordinated than in the past, and 
largely adapted to the new system. 
But the EMS could not help when, between 1979 and 1981 the 
divergence of interest rates was made worse by the second oil crisis, a 
flight of dollars from Europe and insufficient austerity measures 
applied in the member states, resulting in inflation. 
In the future the EMS will become more effective with experience, 
and will reinforce its capacity to improve the economic situation and 
resist destabilizing influences. Although the 'institutional phase' is 
inconceivable for the moment, improvements proposed by the 
European Commission fit into the existing institutional structure and 
cover three main areas. 
The first is the creation and use of the ECU as the European 
currency unit. The existing situation is unsatisfactory, because ECU s 
currently form only part of the reserves, along with gold and dollars, 
and consequently their volume varies with price fluctuations. In other 
words, the monetary authorities do not really control the issue of 
ECUs at the moment. We must unlink the ECU mechanism from the 
elements outside our control, in such a way as to avoid its having an 
inflationary effect. Once the technical changes have been made, we 
will be able to encourage the use ofECU sin dealings between central 
banks, giving them all the usable and convertible characteristics of 
real money. 
Secondly, outside official circles a private circulation ofECU s is 
already under way, aimed at improving the financial cohesion of the 
Community and the image of the ECU with the public, private banks 
and third countries. The Commission wants to encourage this 
development. But first it is necessary to define a sort of'appelation 
contr8lee' ECU that would not be misused on the markets. 
The financial institutions of the EEC should make ECU loans 
available themselves, to reinforce the role of the ECU on financial 
markets. Of course, this development is based on the assumption that 
~e must unlink the ECU 
mechanism from the elements 
outside our control' 
f ... ,, ww 
ECU swill become attractive, with some sort of privileged status to 
allow them to circulate freely in the Common Market. In this way 
they would gain their first free capital market, even if it was initially 
limited. 
Thirdly, we need to strengthen EMS relations with the outside 
world. In the world of international money the EEC is not sufficiently 
organised to play a polar role in a future world monetary system 
(which, it is generally accepted, will be multi-polar). Its existing 
shortcomings have hindered Europe from reacting effectively to 
events beyond her control, such as the doubling of interest rates in the 
United States or the average SO per cent increase in the value of the 
dollar. 
Other technical measures, within the existing institutional 
framework, are also possible: to coordinate central bank 
interventions in dollars and to organise the use of European 
currencies for parity adjustments 'inside the margins'. That means 
interventions on the market to stop the exchange rate of a currency 
from dropping below the threshold permitted by the system (below 
which the exchange parity has to be changed). Firm action, claims the 
Commission, could give the EEC the margin of independence it needs 
to react with a single unified policy to outside threats that reflect 
violently on European interest rates. 
At the same time, and in parallel, there is a need for regular and 
clearly defined monetary cooperation with the American and 
Japanese authorities, in the form of periodic consultations, providing 
possibilities for persuasion when the circumstances demand it. For 
example, although the EMS cannot dictate economic or monetary 
policy to its members, an improvement of certain mechanisms could 
contribute to the realisation of the fundamental objective of economic 
convergence. At the moment national objectives and policies in the 
different countries are discussed and defined together. In future it 
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Pfhe EMS does not aim to stop 
changes in parities' 
will be necessary to discuss intermediate national monetary policy 
objectives, and to make an inventory of measures and economic and 
monetary policy instruments that are incompatible with the smooth 
running of the EMS and which governments should avoid using. 
It will also be necessary to increase the efficiency of checks on 
national policies; and to introduce a reciprocal information and 
surveillance procedure to check on member states' balance of 
payments and external debts. 
These different courses of action were discussed during the second 
half of May by European Community economics and finance 
ministers. Some ideas have already been accepted by all (or most) of 
the governments, others are still contested. Either way, it is generally 
accepted that no single mechanism or instrument is capable of 
guaranteeing the stability or independence of the monetary system in 
Europe. It is only by radically improving economic convergence that 
we will progress effectively and permanently in the direction of 
economic and monetary union. 
The governers of the central banks all agree that greater 
convergence is a necessary condition of any significant development 
of the EMS. It must relate to e:very aspect of economic and budgetary 
policy, and be achieved through a coordination of national and 
Community policy to correct the imbalances between various 
countries. 
Its success, emphasised the govemers, will depend more on the 
determination of national authorities in their own countries than on 
consultation procedures between the Ten. The EMS can contribute 
to this effort and partially ensure its success. But the technical 
improvements proposed are not a substitute for economic 
convergence. Without national efforts, it cannot help anyone. [I 
Britain has taken Community help too much for granted 
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ROY JENKINS MP, in a frank appraisal of British attitudes to fellow members 
of the EEC, calls for more recognition of their points of view 
Britain thought that the veto on agricultural prices was a secure weapon with which to force a budget settlement. But although 'linkage' is an old Community device, employed by us on the same issue in 1980, and by others 
on other subjects, the vital national interest point had never been 
explicitly used in this way before. No one had specifically resisted 
a vote by saying: 'Our vital national interest is involved, not in 
what you want to vote on, not in what is before this Council, but on 
something largely separate which is currently before another 
Council'. 
We should have been more on the lookout for any signs of 
unreliability in its performance. We should have also been aware 
that the Community thought we owed them some gratitude over 
Argentine sanctions. This started off as a great act of Community 
solidarity. 
It would certainly not have happened 10 years ago, when 
'We British 
need a 
changing, 
and not 
astatic, 
Community' 
political cooperation hardly existed. We accepted it too casually, 
offering little consultation and little recognition in return. 
Yet we ourselves had been pretty 'despicable' over Iranian 
sanctions some two years ago. Mrs Thatcher refused to legislate 
when that turned out to be necessary. Nor did we show much 
understanding for the special difficulties ofltaly. Were it possible 
to imagine a war over some Italian-held islands near to New 
Zealand, I do not think we would have been very keen to impose 
sanctions against the Wellington Government. Yet there are far 
more Italians in Argentina than British in New Zealand. 
So long as this lopsidedness persists Britain will need special 
subventions to bring us near to balance. They are justified, but 
they are a constant irritant to both sides. They put us in the 
position of a suppliant always asking for something, and the fact 
that justice entitles us to it makes things no easier. For the others 
the subventions are like extras on a bill. Justified they may be, but 
they irritate out of measure. 
The British interest is therefore overwhelmingly in changing 
the shape of the Community Budget. This cannot in practice be 
done purely by cutting down on agriculture, although that is both 
desirable and necessary. 
We must also develop other aspects of Community activity 
. (regional policy, the Social Fund, industrial innovation, energy 
saving and development of renewable resources) on which we have 
been far too conservative in the past. 
We British above all need a changing and not a static 
Community. It is therefore directly against British interests to say 
that we will never look at raising the one per cent VAT ceiling and 
that we want the veto to operate on everything. 
No doubt there has to be some residual right of veto, but it 
should if possible be restricted to subjects of major importance and 
not used for matters as trivial as the importation oflsraeli oranges 
or Yugoslav 'baby beef.' Do not let us forget either that the use of 
the veto by others has twice cost us an acceptable, indeed, 
desirable, fisheries settlement. 
If Britain is always for a minimalist Community it will defeat 
itself, because it will be embalming a Community, the shape of 
which does not suit us. 
0 Abridged from the Guardian 
New bid fora 
common fisheries 
policy 
The Community's ten Fisheries Ministers made a major effort 
to reach agreement on the basis of a Common Fisheries Policy 
(CFP) during a special two-day meeting at the end of June, 
coinciding with the European SUmmit of Government leaders 
in Brussels. As this issue ofEUROFORUM went to press, the 
Fisheries Ministers had completed their firs~ examination of 
the Commission's latest proposals on future fishing rights for 
the Community's fleet and the distribution of possible catches. 
Initial reactions gave grounds for 'A pos·1t1•0 n even 
cautious optimism that an agreement 
might at last be in sight, despite re- beHer than the one 
servationsbyDenmark. that existed prior 
Thequestionofaccess-therightsfor to Brl•tain's •loining 
trawlers to enter another country's wa-
ters - now appears largely resolved, the Community' 
with a series of confidential negotia-
tions between Britain, France and Ire-
land laying down the likely ground 
rules for a settlement. 
This is expected to resemble existing 
practices, although changes will be 
made to take account of modifications 
in fishing patterns. Special measures 
are also being planned to protect the 
interests of Orkney and Shetland 
fishermen by insisting that all Com-
munity boats over 80 feet in length 
would need licences before being 
allowed to fish in their waters. 
The new arrangements, which could 
run for as long as 20 years, would be 
applied from next January, once the 
present temporary measures expire. 
The Commission, on the basis of sci-
entific advice, is recommending that 
1.25 million tonnes of the seven main 
species of fish - cod, haddock, saithe, 
whiting, plaice, redfish and mackerel-
should be caught in EEC waters this 
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year. Ministers will have to decide how 
these should be allocated between their 
fleets, in the knowledge that the settle-
ment will provide the basis for share-
outs in future years. 
Fears expressed by British fishermen 
that they would be penalised by an 
agreement under which fishermen 
from other member states would be 
allowed into the existing zones have 
been factors in the protracted talks be-
tween EEC Fisheries Ministers. In 
1964 there was an extension of fishing 
limits from three to six miles, at the 
discretion of individual countries. 
There followed a further extension to 
12 miles, subject to the retention of 
existing rights within the six-mile 
zone. 
On Britain's accession to the Com-
munityin 1972theEEC drewupalistof 
all the fishing rights that were consi-
dered to be binding on member states. 
These nghts have been in operation 
ever since, and would continue in force 
if the present round of talks failed once 
again to reach an overall agreement. 
As the British Minister of Agricul-
ture and Fisheries, Peter Walker, said 
as talks resumed in Brussels at the end 
of June: 'What the Commission are now 
proposing is quite a considerable reduc-
tion in what other countries at present 
enjoy in the six to 12-mile zones. They 
are agreeing to a position which is even 
better than the one that existed prior to 
Britain's joining the Community.' 
ON THE LINE 
The manner in which adjustments 
were made in the central rates of 
currencies within European 
Monetary System on 12 June 
further enhances the stature of the 
system as a ma~or factor of 
stabilisation in t e often topsy 
turvy world of currency 
management. 
The system was set up to limit 
the fluctuations between the 
member states' currencies and, by 
. so doing, tocreateazoneof 
stability within the world monetary 
system. 
At the same time, the advocates 
of EMS saw it as a means of 
bringing about greater 
convergence between member 
states' economies. 
The latest realignment resulted 
from certain tensions in the 
exchange markets. These had a 
twofold origin, namely the 
international situation, ~articularly 
the behaviourofthe do lar, and the 
lack of economic convergence 
within the Community. 
In spite of these factots, which 
have in the past militated against 
monetary cooperation between 
the member states, they reacted 
on 12June, astheyhaveon 
similar occasions since the EMS 
was set up, in a spirit of solidarity. 
The necessary adjustments 
were made by common agreement 
and within limits which should 
avoid the vicious circle of inflation 
fuelled by devaluation. 
The policies which are to be 
implemented~ France and Italy 
following the a~ustments within 
the EMS shoul bring about a 
greater economic convergence 
within the Communi~ .. 
By these actions, t e member 
states have reaffirmed their belief 
in the efficacy of the system and of 
their determination to make it work 
as a major expression of 
Community policy. 
The experience of the past few 
" 
years has shown that the EMS has 
acquitted itself well through its 
initial stage. 
(i) 
... ~ EURO FORUlVI I 
The European Community 
Budget for 1983 
The Commission has now adopted its Preliminary Draft Budget 
for 1983. It envisages a total amount of23,960 million ECU in 
commitments and of21,865 million ECU in payments. The 
Budget documents were delivered to the Budget Authority in all 
languages by mid -June, as provided for in the Budget timetable. 
This Budget is the first presented by the 
Commission in response to the chal-
lenges and priorities identified in its 
Mandate report. 
By comparison with the Budgets of 
the recent past, which were inevitably 
budgets of transition while the man-
date exercise was in progress, the 1983 
Preliminary Draft Budget represents 
the first step in the implementation of 
the new policies and orientations of the 
30 May Mandate. It constitutes a signi-
ficant shift in balance and emphasis. 
In particular, it provides for a modest 
increase in agricultural expenditure 
and for a renewed impetus in Commun-
ity policies on a broad front, one of the 
central themes in all of which is the 
fight against unemployment. The Com-
mission, along with the Parliament and 
the European Council, believes this to 
be the first priority for common action. 
Although the Budget provides for 
major increases in expenditure in cell-
tain priority areas, particularly the 
Social Fund, the Commission has taken 
proper account of the general con-
straints on public expenditure which 
exist throughout the Community. 
The Community Budget thus re-
mains small not only in relation to the 
total of gross domestic product in the 
Community (a mere 0.8 per cent), but 
also involves only a relatively modest 
increase in total size on the Budget of 
last year (11 per cent for commitments 
and 8 per cent for payments, the lowest 
proposedratesofgrowthformanyyears 
past). This compares with an average 
rate of inflation of 11 per cent over the 
past year. 
In the fight against unemployment, 
the Commission seeks to deploy the 
whole range of available Community 
policy instruments so as to tackle the 
underlying causes: energy dependence, 
low rates of investment, insufficient 
competitivity in important sectors like 
steel and new high technologies. This 
must be matched by efforts to reduce 
imbalances within the Community. 
(ii) 
In external economic policy, the 
Community has reaffirmed its special 
responsibility as the principal world 
trader and its commitment to the open 
tradingsystem.Aspartofthisresponsi-
bility, the Community needs to streng-
then its development cooperation 
efforts and to extend food aid as an 
important contribution to combatting 
hunger in the world. 
The 1983 Budget Proposals 
The Commission's proposals strike a 
careful balance between a modest over-
all , rate of increase in budgetary 
appropriations and significant in-
creases in priority areas. Total commit-
ments amount to 23,959,516,042 ECU, 
and payments 21,864,737,042 ECU. 
Total potential own resources are esti-
mated at about 24,650 million ECU -
an increase of about 8.1 per cent over 
1982. 
VAT rate is about 0.8 per cent, leav-
ingamarginofunusedownresourcesof 
about 3,000 million ECU within which 
the budgetary settlement of the man-
date will have to be accommodated. 
Expenditure on agricultural guaran-
tees (EAGGF) is estimated at 14,050 
million ECU, an increase of7 per cent 
over the 1982 budget. This comparison 
thus takes account of the input of the 
recent prices decision, but for 1983 no 
allowance for the 1983/84 decision has 
been made. Over the period 1980-83, 
agricultural expenditure, taking 
account of the 1982/83 prices decision, 
is estimated to increase by about 3,000 
million ECU (8 per cent a year) while 
own resources increase by about 5,000 
millionECU(10percentayear). This is 
in line with the Commission's mandate 
objective. In real terms EAGGF-
Guarantee expenditure is estimated to 
decrease by an average of 2 per cent a 
year. Its share of the Budget has also 
decreased from 70percentin 1980to65 
percent. 
Substantial increases of 34 per cent 
in commitments and 23 per cent in pay-
ments are proposed for non compulsory 
expenditure in 1983, including rises in 
the Social Fund of 45 per cent in com-
mitments and 32 per cent payments, 
and of36 per cent in commitments and 
payments appropriations in the Re-
gional Fund. 
The Commission considers these 
warranted in view of their importance 
to the Community objective of combat-
ting unemployment. With a view to 
providing impetus to the development 
of Community policies on a broad front 
and to making maximum impact on 
employment, investment and produc-
tivity, the Commission is proposing sig-
nificant reinforcement of financial re-
sources for energy policy, innovation, 
research and development, transport 
as well as in the Social and Regional 
policies. 
For Energy the CoDlJili!>sion prop-
oses an increase in commitment 
appropriations from 65 million ECU to 
167 million ECU and in payment 
appropriation from 42 million ECU to 
104 million ECU. The percentage in-
creases of170 per cent and 120 per cent 
are significant although absolute 
figures remain modest. In line with the 
Parliament's guide-lines for 1983, the 
Commission proposes new actions for 
coal and interest rate subsidies for ener-
gy investment. Priority is also given to 
actions in the area of new sources of 
energy and energy-saving. 
For Transport the Commission 
proposes 52 million ECU in commit-
mentsand32 millionECU in payments 
for 1983 as a financial underpinning for 
transport infrastructure projects, and 
calls on the Council to take the neces-
sary legislative action so that the 
money can be spent effectively. 
'Measures having a direct 
influence on job-creation and 
training young people need to 
be extended' 
In the field of Social policy, measures 
having a direct influence on job crea-
tion and the training of young people 
need to be maintained and extended. 
The Community has an appropriate 
instrument in the Social Fund en-
abling it to make a direct contribution 
to efforts undertaken by Member 
States. Following Parliament's guide-
lines, the considerable increase prop-
osed of 45 per cent in commitments and 
32 per cent in payments will help in 
particular to fulfil the Commission's 
priority of tackling youth employment. 
A number of important actions in 
fields where social aspects overlap 
other policy areas (e.g. innovation, en-
vironment protection), receive prop-
osedincreases of some 50 percent. 
The Regional Fund continues to be 
a major instrument for providing em-
ployment opportunities in the struc-
tuallyweakest parts of the Community 
and for reducing imbalances within the 
Community. The non-quota section of 
the Fund (set at 20 per cent, provides 
particular assistance to small and 
medium-sized enterprises to enable 
them to take advantage of technologic-
al innovation and to compete more 
effectively. The Commission is again 
following Parliament's guidelines in 
proposingincreasesofabout36percent 
in both commitment and payment 
appropriations. 
The Commission believes it neces-
sary to continue with integrated opera-
tions and is proposing expenditure in-
creases. Appropriate proposals will be 
brought forward. The Commission is 
conscious of the serious problems facing 
the Community's Mediterranean re-
gions and considers the increase of ex-
penditure in favour of these regions as 
noteworthy. 
The Commission reaffirms the Com-
munity's special responsibility towards 
third countries in the Mediterranean 
basin and payment appropriations are 
increased by more than 50 percent. The 
Commission also proposes to streng-
then cooperation with non-associated 
countries and a significant increase is 
envisaged in the Community's Food 
Aid as its contribution to the fight 
against hunger in the world. 
Where the money 
comes from 
European Budget funds come from 
three sources: first, all customs duties 
levied on goods imported into the EEC 
from non-Community countries (30 per 
cent); second, all agricultural levies i.e. 
customs duties on agricultural goods 
(13 per cent). And the balance is made 
upfromafractionofthemoneyraisedin 
thememberstatesthrough VAT(56per 
cent). 
There is some popular misconception 
about the 1 per cent ceiling on V AT 
contributions. This has nothing to do 
with the actual V AT rate prevailing in 
the different member states, beca.use 
this varies. Doubling the V AT rate in 
the UK in1979 had no effect on our EEC 
contribution. The 1 per cent is levied on 
a notional sum worked out 'on a com-
mon assessment basis', as if there were 
acommonVATrate. 
Having agreed on the expenditure 
side of the budget and estimated the 
likey resources accruing from customs 
duties and agricultural levies, the 
budgetary authority then works out 
how much of the VAT to call in. For 
1982thisis0.92percent-verynearthe 
1 per cent ceiling. 
Since the Treaty Agreement provid-
ing for existing own resources with a 
.llEURO FORUM_. 
fixed ceiling was ratified by national 
parliaments, any increase of the VAT 
share to, say, 2 percent would also have 
to be ratified by national parliaments. 
In the present economic climate this is 
naturally a prospect viewed with re-
luctance by many governments. All the 
options have to be exhausted for reduc-
ing, or checking the growth of Com-
munity expenditure before there can be 
agreement for such a move. 
It follows that the balance sheet of 
EEC cost and benefit for each member 
state is conditioned as much by almost 
accidental factors on the revenue side 
as by the amounts it can claw back 
under the various headings of expendi-
ture. 
The UK problem arises on both sides 
of the Budget. With 18 per cent of Com-
munity GNP the UK received in 1980 
only 10 percentofCommunityexpendi-
ture, primarily because it benefits less 
than other member states from CAP. 
On the revenue side, the UK pays re-
latively more into the Budget (21 per 
cent). This is because, although its 
trade with the Community has in-
creased significantly since 1973, it still 
imports more from outside the Com-
munity than other member states. Bri-
tain therefore raises more customs 
duties. Also, as a high-consumption, 
low-investment economy, Britain 
tends to pay more V AT. 
Clearing up after 
Versailles 
There is little doubt after the 
summitofVe~esthatsuch 
affairs are worthwhile. The long 
preparation, by now part ofthe 
patternofwesterneconomicand 
political relations, is valuable in 
itself. It serves to focus attention on 
a few select issues of common 
interest or contention and the 
summit itself imposes a timeframe 
for dealing with them. 
The meeting of the seven heads of 
state and government and the repre-
sentativesofthe European Community 
at Versailles on June 4, 5 and 6 was 
more fruitful than some in the past. It 
achieved two compromise approaches 
to common problems and agreement on 
a third. One area, trade, remains dif-
ficult, not to say perilous, although the 
leaders repeated their commitment to 
resist protectionist pressures. 
The first area of compromise is in 
economic and monetary cooperation. 
The problems facing the West are well 
known: we have disturbing and dis-
parate rates of inflation, high and most-
ly increasing unemployment and slow, 
low growth. While this summit did not 
result in an attack on high United 
States interest rates, the joint com-
munique acknowledged that interest 
rates are now 'unacceptably high'. 
More important, however, is the 
agreement to intensify economic and 
monetary cooperation and to work to-
wards a constructive and orderly evolu-
tion of the international monetary sys-
tem. 
-Europeans believe that US 
reliance on market forces allows 
disequilibrium on the exchanges' 
What lies behind this is disagree-
ment between the US and her Euro-
pean allies over the question of in-
tervention on the exchanges. The US 
has ceased to intervene on the ex-
changes except in exceptional cir-
cumstances, since April1981. 
The Europeans believe that Amer-
icanreliance on purelymarketforces to 
affect the rate of the dollar allows dis-
equilibrium on the exchanges affecting 
investment and trade patterns. 
Under the compromise of Versailles 
the Americans would take part in a 
joint study of the impact ofintervention 
on the exchanges. The Reagan Admi-
nistration has already carried out its 
own study, concluding that past in-
tervention policy was not affective, was 
costly, and contributed to disturbances 
on the money markets. 
The new multilateral study will take 
a year and thus ease pressure on the 
Americans. US Treasury Secretary 
Donald Regan insists, however, tlu!.the 
has an open mind on the new study. 
The summit also agreed to a multi-
lateral form of surveillance of the mar-
kets through the International Monet-
ary Fund and the five Special Drawing 
Rights (SDR) currencies - the dollar, 
yen, pound, deutschmark and French 
franc. This group may be shrunk or 
expanded from time to time. 
IMF surveillance has hitherto been 
bilateral with one other currency. The 
new arrangement provides a multi-
lateral forum to argue whether or not 
conditions on the exchanges have be-
come 'disorderly', or in the French 
translation 'erratic'. 
The Americans insist they are ready 
to intervene when markets conditions 
are disorderly as provided for in Article 
IV of the IMF Articles of Agreement; 
but views differ on what constitutes 
'disorderly'. The test of this comprom-
(ill) 
ise remains for the future. 
The Community members of the 
European Monetary System regard the 
summit undertakings as com-
plementaryto their own undertakings. 
The second compromise stems from 
American pressure on the Europeans to 
restrict credits to the Soviet bloc follow-
ing the clampdown in Poland; Western 
credits towards construction of the 
Soviet gas pipeline to Europe; and the 
Administration's conviction that cheap 
Western credits are being · used to 
enhance Soviet industrial and military 
technology and power. 
President Reagan's concern to res-
trict credits led, in fact, to a deal being 
done- agreement on credits in return 
•Agreements on credits in return 
for agreements to work towards 
global negotiations on North-South 
issues' 
for agreement to work towards the 
launching of global negotiations on a 
range of North-South issues which the 
EC has been anxious to start. 
Three days before the Summit it be-
came clear in discussions between the 
American authorities and the Euro-
pean .Commission that President 
Reagan was more ready to see these 
negotiations launched than he had 
been at either the previous summit in 
Ottawa or at the subsequent North-
South Summit in Cancun, Mexico. 
Two years ago the Carter Adminis-
tration blocked the launching of these 
negotiations and at the last moment 
Britain and Germany backed the US 
in order not to leave the Americans 
isolated. This had the effect of splitting 
the Community at the United Nations. 
Several months ago the Group of 77 
developing countries at the UN in New 
York tabled new proposals which, by 
and large, the EC accepted as a good 
basis for launching. In the Versailles 
communique the Americans also 
accepted themasagoodbasisfordiscus-
sion. 
It seemed that, with several minor 
modifications to the G 77 paper, the 
Americans would end their isolation 
and the EC, for its part, would stick 
with the Americans in future consulta-
tions until the global negotiations were 
finally launched. 
This represents a breakthrough on 
the North-South issue and an apparent 
desire by President Reagan to reduce 
issues of disagreement across the 
Atlantic. The US used the Commission 
as the channel to break this deadlock. 
But this agreement lay under a re-
serve until the summit participants 
(iv) 
Men against the sea: a story 
of German-Danish teamwork 
Denmark's economic crises of recent years have not been able to blot out the 
considerable advance which has been made in the T!iSnder area ofW estern Schleswig. 
Regional development aid has really helped here. With the active involvement of the 
County, T!iSnder has created many hundreds ofjobsinmodernindustrial concerns. At 
the same time, it has given rise to concern for the strengthening of coastal defences to 
protect people and settlements from violent- if also enchanting-natural environment. 
The storms and floods of January 1976 had a powerful psychological impact both on 
those affected and on the politicians at Christiansborg. Any doubts about the need for 
coastal defences were quickly dispelled during the flood storms which raged on 24 
November last year, causing tremendous damage and destruction all along the west 
coast. 
The Good Lord unleashes and quells storms and tempests without the slightest 
regard for national frontiers or county boundaries. So, if we are to have a really effective 
system of coastal defences, it can best be brought about through Danish-German 
cooperation and coordination. The newly inaugurated Danish-German offshore 
seadike is a good example of such cooperation. 
Interest in an offshore seadike was only lukewarm at Christiansborg, until the floods 
of January 1976. Then the decision-making processes took on some momentum. In 
March 1978 the necessary agreement with the Germans was concluded. And it should 
be added that this was thanks in large measure to flexibility and good will in Kiel and 
Bonn. For the Germans do not have as much at stake in this coastal region as the Danes. 
The construction of the dike went like clockwork, with a Dutch specialist firm in 
charge of the work and a long list of Danish and German subcontractors contributing. 
The finished dike stood up splendidly to the storm tide of November last year. And the 
joint inauguration on 10 May was a great day: a worthy tribute to an outstanding 
example of practical cooperation between Danes and Germans. 
had agreed on wording on the future 
provision of credits to the Soviet bloc, 
when both issues were·agreed. Thus the 
bargain was struck. 
The compromise on credits to the 
Communists creates another multi-
lateralforum within the OECDto carry 
out regular surveillance on all aspects 
of the Western Group's economic com-
mercial and financial relations with the 
bloc. 
So with the IMF surveillance group 
on currencies the Versailles summit 
created two new]uries' where the allies 
can 'blow the whistle' if they feel under-
standings at the summit are being 
ignored or flouted. 
The leaders agreed that they should 
'limit' export credits ·on the basis of 
'commercial prudence', a phrase which 
the Americans believe bankers will 
understand, and which the Finance 
Ministers of the West will note particu-
larly in guiding the opinions and ac-
tions of their governments. 
What all this will mean to the Euro-
peans in their trade with the Soviet bloc 
is hard to fathom. One serious Euro-
pean government spokesman re-
marked: 'Well, it won't be business as 
usual, but there is no need for our gov-
ANDERSTURELINDSTROM 
emment to change course.' 
The subject left simmering was 
trade. All parties professed their con-
tinuing commitment to fight protec-
tionism butfortheEC serious problems 
remain. 
First, the recent Japanese measures 
to open their market more to imports 
will not solve the problem of their large 
export surpluses and difficult markets. 
Japan currently imports only as much 
goods as Switzerland. 
Secondly, American action against 
Community steel and agricultural ex-
portsthreatenstoinviteretaliationand 
even a dislocation of the free trade sys-
tem. 
Sir Roy Denman, the Commission's 
Director-General for External Affairs, 
told journalists in Versailles: 'If these 
problems are allowed to fester and esca-
late they could affect the political rela-
tionship'. 
The US and the Community are each 
other's biggest customers, with the US 
runningasurplusofaround$12-15bil-
lion in 1981. Neither side, with millions 
of jobs at stake, can afford to lapse into a 
trade war. 
MICHAELLAKE 
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Torus on the glide-path In May, the engineers on the JET team -working in conjunction with firms from Bri-tain, Germany, France and Italy - began 
assembling the test reactor. Already in place 
are the poloidal coils, the base of the machine 
and the vertical limbs that make up the core of 
the transformer. 
ear from now, scientists from the 
JET, the EEC's joint undertaking at 
Culham, will be creating a plasma 
within the vacuum chamber of the 
experimental fusion ' reactor'. H they 
succeed, the event will be the culmination 
of many years of political infighting, design, 
development and construction - the fourth 
part of which has recently started. 
It will also be the start of 12 years of experi-
ments aimed at proving that the nuclei of 
atoms can be made to fuse - and thereby 
release energy that can be turned into electric-
ity - under the control of man. Thermo-
nuclear fusion is the source of energy driving 
the Sun and other stars. 
By next June, the huge magnets, consum-
ing ultimately 380 megawatts of power at 4.8 
million amperes, will have been tested, the 
double-skinned vacuum chambers in which 
the fusion reaction will occur, will have been 
made tight, and a host of ancillary and moni-
toring equipment will have been put through 
their paces. 
Only one other fusion experiment in the 
world approaches the aims of JET- the Toka-
mak Fusion Test Reactor at Princeton in New 
Jersey, whose designers hope to create their 
first plasma on 1 S December this year. 
The JET is also called a tokamak. It re-
quires a toroidal or doughnut-shaped, 
vacuum chamber in which a gas is heated until 
it becomes a plasma - an electricalJy neutral 
mixture of ions and electrons all moving freely 
within the gas, often colliding with each 
other. No material yet devised can contain gas 
at such high temperatures so the job has to be 
done by magnetic field&. 
JET has two sets of magnets that create the 
forces which will 'confine' the plasma into the 
shape of a ring suspended within the vacuum 
chamber. The coils of one set of magnets, 
calJed the toroidal windings, are wrapped 
around the torus and create a field that runs 
through the vacuum chamber in the same 
plane as the ring of plasma- the toroidal field. 
The other set of magnets, calJed poloidal 
windings, have horizontal coils, which in JET 
sit below the vacuum chamber, like a saucer 
below a cup. These coils are in effect the 
primary windings of a huge transformer. The 
core of this transformer is the circle of hori-
zontal and vertical limbs that can be seen in 
the picture. These magnets produce a helical 
magnetic field which, if you could see it, 
would look like a spiral of wire surrounding 
the plasma. Between them the two magnetic 
fields compress the plasma so that when it is 
heated to the optimum temperature, the nuc-
lei within the plasma fuse, releasing particles 
called neutrons. 
In a fusion reactor, these neutrons possess 
very high energies which can be converted to 
heat when they collide with a suitable 
material. The favour ed fuel for fusion is a 
JOHN ST AN SELL reports 
on the Community scientific 
team that aims to show how 
thermo-nuclear fusion could 
be achieved by Man 
combination of deuterium and tritium- both 
isotopes of hydrogen- although to begin with 
JET will use isotopes that do not produce the 
same radiation hazards. The material that 
would convert the energy of the neutrons in to 
heat is lithium. Deuterium can be extracted 
from sea water: tritium is bred by nuclear 
reactions in lithium. T he heat would be trans-
ferred by cooling circuits to a boiler that 
would raise steam. The steam would be used 
in the normal way to drive turbine-
generators. 
The simplicity of the principle belies the 
complexity of proving that it could work. JET 
alone will run for 12 years, at theendofwh.ich 
the scientists and engineers at Culham might 
have proved that fusion is possible on Earth. 
The ultimate aim of JET is to prove that the 
deuterium and tritium can be made to reach 
'ignition', and in a real reactor produce more 
energy than is consumed. In JET, there is no 
provision being made to convert the energetic 
neutrons into heat, which is why the T orus 
Hall at Culham is built of concrete 2.8 m 
thick. 
In the Assembly Hall-under the same roof 
as the Torus Hall, but separated by a massive 
concrete wall - the first components of the 
heart of the machine are being assembled. 
The vacuum chamber and its associated 
monitoring and control equipment- masses 
of cables and pipes to carry water, gases and to 
evacuate the chamber- are split up into eight 
units calJed octants. The first of these is now 
complete and will be moved into position by 
September. 
Elsewhere in the hall are the various com-
ponents - toroidal coils, vacuum chambers, 
the massive steel frame - from which each 
octant is made up. Between now and Christ-
mas, the remaining octants will be put in 
position. 
Early next year the engineers will start 
testing the field coils. By the spring they will 
be checking the completed vacuum chamber 
for 'leak tightness' and making sure that the 
battery of operational and test equipment 
works. 
After that, if all goes to plan, the vacuum 
chamber will be painstakingly cleansed of all 
impurities. Only then will the scientists create 
their first plasma. 
0 This article was first published in the New 
Scientist and is reprinted with permission. 
JET Joint Undertakin9 photograph of the assembly jig with a section 
of the vacuum vessel (centre). 
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The Commission and the multinationals 
1No witch hunt' says lvor Richard 
l he so-called 'Vredeling proposal' is a draft directive that would require multinational corporations to disclose considerably more information than they now do on each company's financial situation, and 'all 
procedures and plans liable to have a substantial effect on 
employees' interests.' The proposal as it now stands is 
causing consternation among American executives, who see 
in it a threat to their management control. 
Ever since I became responsible for this draft directive a year ago I 
have been surprised at the enormous amount of controversy it has 
attracted. I am particularly concerned about the degree of hostility it 
has generated amongst the multinational companies. 
It seems to be the view of some multinational companies, 
particularly American ones, that the prime purpose of this directive is 
if not to destroy, then to badly damage them. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. 
The Commission is not in a witch hunt against multinationals. Nor, 
I hope, are multinationals in a witch hunt against the Commission. 
Those holding either belief fundamentally misread the interface 
between the EEC and multinational companies, and the 
Commission's perception of and policy towards multinational 
companies. 
The multinational company is a focal vehicle for economic change 
in our Western societies, and the Commission is no exception. The 
factors influencing the nature and the speed of such change-be they 
shifts in international trade, in investment, or in technological 
know-how- are now essentially international in character. 
Indeed, in early recognition of that, one of the initial and lasting 
purposes of the EEC has precisely been the creation of a common 
cross-frontier market encouraging corporations to operate 
transnationally, and American multinational companies have been 
prime beneficiaries of this process. The maintenance and furtherance 
of transnational trade and investment remains a key EEC priority, 
reflecting the belief that corporations should be encouraged to adopt 
an international framework to respond to international challenges and 
exploit international opportunities. 
But at the same time, exploitation of new opportunities- and few in 
the international business community contest the benefits accruing to 
multinational companies from the creation of the Common Market-
must be paralleled by the assumption of new responsibilities, notably 
to local workforces who, like the companies that employ them, are 
also caught up willy-nilly in this process of change. We are not simply 
a common market of goods and services, but also a community of 
peoples. Strategic decisions made by large enterprises which directly 
affect the welfare of large numbers of citizens cannot simply be 
announced after the event. 
This is particularly true in times of great structural changes, 
instanced by rapid technological innovation and rising and massive 
unemployment. I feel that we in the European Community must 
ensure that, in seeking to foster an effective business response to such 
structural change, in which the multinationals have an undoubted 
role to play, we do not lose sight of the involvement in that change of 
employees of such companies. This, I think you will agree, is an 
even-handed approach. 
The startlingly rapid changes, both in production techniques and 
employment structures, that technological innovation engenders, 
cannot simply be conceived, developed, and implemented in a social 
vacuum. We believe that workforces need to be consulted on these 
matters, informed of and involved in the decision-making process 
affecting their livelihood. This is not, I believe, a radical position, nor 
is it a position against the pursuit of technical innovation. On the 
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contrary. We firmly believe in the process of change, but also in the 
need to justify it to those concerned. Otherwise the whole process of 
industrial transformation risks being called into question. 
If we are to approach these extremely difficult problems in a 
constructive manner, then we have to create a sense of cooperation 
and partnership between both sides of industry. The issues involved 
are too important for us to try to settle them in the traditional manner 
of confrontation. I hope that we will be able to forge this new 
partnership; though I am bound to say that, if the conflict between 
the two sides of industry which has arisen over the so-called Vredeling 
proposal is to be duplicated, then there is not very much ground for 
optimism. 
The concern of the Community about the activities of 
~ehave to create a sense of 
partnership between both sides 
of industry' 
-multinational undertakings has been long-standing and has been 
expressed not only in the Commission but also in the Council of 
Ministers and in the European Parliament. It is against this 
background that the Commission approved the draft directive. 
J 
In summary, this directive aims to give workers in companies with 
subsidiaries the rights to information on company policy which is 
likely to affect the workers' livelihood or well-being. That seems to 
me to be a quite admirable objective. No one would deny that workers 
have at least the right to be informed about matters which are often 
literally a matter of economic life or death to them. This is particularly 
true in a period of recession, with mass redundancies, plant closures, 
and an increasing anxiety on the part of workers over their future 
employment. 
That is not to say that I necessarily believe that the provisions of the 
directive as it stands at present are the best way of dealing with this 
matter. I appreciate the anxiety of the employers over the possibility 
that they might have to disclose confidential information, to their 
commercial detriment. I also understand their worry over the cost of 
implementing these proposals. 
My own view is that there is need for a directive on this matter, but 
that we need to reduce, or at least simplify, the procedures proposed; 
and that we ought, if possible, to lighten the burden in administrative 
and financial terms which it places on employers. I am, however, 
convinced that if the directive, whatever its final shape might be, is to 
be effective, it must be statutory and open to judicial enforcement. 
Both, on the basis of my experience as a politician and as a lawyer, 
seem to me to be essential features. 
The Commission and the social partners must seek a sensible 
solution on this draft directive. If by obstructive and 
uncompromising activities the employers defeat efforts to reach a 
sensible conclusion, then I do not believe they will have won a victory. 
All they will have done is to give great offence to organised labour in 
Europe and risk seriously worsening industrial relations. The 
economic and employment problems facing Europe are so grave that, 
without the cooperation of the social partners, they cannot be solved. 
I believe that there is a problem here which somehow has to be 
solved, and solved by dialogue and agreement. To this end I intend 
continuing, at an appropriate moment, the process of consultation 
with both sides to see how to resolve the present impasse. 
It has been suggested in some quarters that the Commission should 
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go back to the drawing board and start afresh. I do not believe this to 
be either practicable or realistic. What we will do is to consider the 
opinions of Parliament when they have been finally promulgated. In 
the light of these proposals, I will then be in a position to decide what 
amendments may be necessary to the present text. I should like to 
make it clear that I am not wedded to the text as it stands. I recognize 
that it causes problems for multinational companies which can 
certainly be happier expressed and more precisely framed. 
I approach this whole matter with what is, I hope, an open mind. I 
am quite convinced that greater clarification of the responsibilities of 
By Gloria Hooper, MEP for Liverpool 
B ecause of the variety and irregularity of our lives, the three weeks between 
Strasbourg Plenaries often 
seem longer. After all, in 
between there may have been 
one or two committee 
sessions in Brussels; a 
delegation visit to Spain; a 
visit to the Water Research 
Centre in Medenham; plus a 
visit to nuclear installations 
in France, in addition to 
constituency engagements 
and Political Group 
meetings. 
So there is always a slight feeling of the beginning of term 
amongst members as they trickle into the departure lounge at 
Heathrow on Strasbourg Mondays. Anticipation may be tinged 
with sleepiness as overnight trains (rail strikes permitting), dawn 
connecting flights (weather conditions permitting) and motorways 
(road works permitting) disgorge the jet-setters of international 
parliamentary democracy, on the first stage of the monthly ritual. 
The flight can provide a useful opportunity to catch up with 
colleagues, fix details of meetings, agree last-minuteamendments 
and discover unexpected changes to the agenda as well as likely 
urgent motions. It also gives the opportunity to nobble some of the 
VIP visitors, likewise forced to use the one and only flight to 
Strasbourg. It may be a government minister, a visiting journalist 
or even a leading anti-marketeer, but the chance to keep him or her 
a captive audience is unique. 
Five years seemed to stretch lengthily ahead at that first July 
plenary in 1979. Now, with the realisation that, after this one, 
there will be only one more July session before the next elections, 
causes us all to consider carefully what we have achieved. I reckon 
that our experiment in international democracy has worked, and is 
working, in making the European Parliament an important and 
relevant institution within the European Community. 
For example, we have virtually eliminated one of the working 
places, so we meet in two rather than three different places. Again, 
the decision in the Isoglucose case enabled us to introduce a rule 
whereby Parliament's opinion can be withdrawn without a vote if 
the Commission refuses to accept our amendments. And the 
Council of Ministers can take no further action if Parliament does 
not give its opinion. 
What's more- due to constant pressure- particularly from my 
own Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection 
a multinational company to inform its workers is needed, and that 
need increases, not diminishes, as time passes. I am also convinced 
that, given good will and flexibility on all sides, it is possible to 
produce proposals which will clarify that responsibility without 
endangering the operation of multinational companies in a European 
context. 
The Commmission hopes, at the end of the day, to be able to 
produce proposals which are practicable, helpful, and long-lasting, 
and which will make a contribution to maintaining sensible industrial 
relations. [I 
Committee- the Commission has committed itself to a Green 
Paper procedure for controversial proposals. This is a distinct step 
forward in opening up the preliminary procedure. The follow-
through is much more effective. Each session, Parliament now 
questions both Commission and Council on the progress of 
proposals on which its opinion has been given. 
Also,througb an increasing use of own initiative procedures we 
are ensuring that the Commission takes action on the issues that 
our constituents are concerned about-for instance, a Community 
ban on the importation of seal products (about which I received 
over a thousand letters), measures against drug abuse, illiteracy; 
women's rights and world hunger. 
For three years' work by a newly democratised institution that's 
not a bad record. 
'Our experiment in international 
democracy has worked ••• ' 
Nevertheless, the Spinelli Report finds plenty to criticise about the 
way in which the Community has been operating on an inter-
institutional level. If all its proposed reforms are introduced, we 
can look forward to an even more dynamic Parliament. 
But back to the bustle of Strasbourg, where the ants, having 
been bottled up for transit, disperse to pursue their various tasks 
on the anthill. Is the report which I must present to Parliament on 
behalf of my committee really going to come up this week? How 
high on the list is my oral question, and should I be lining up some 
colleagues to ask additional supplementaries? Will any of the 
debates raise a matter that concerns Liverpool? If so, should I be 
trying to get speaking time? What special interest groups will be 
meeting-on the disabled, on small businesses, on tourism? And 
will they all clash with a visiting party of constituents? There is so 
much going on all the time and often at the same time that choices 
can be difficult. 
Each day's work starts early (by some standards): usually at 
9am (8am UK time) and, irritatingly, votes and procedural 
matters such as changes to the agenda are often taken first thing. 
So i, pays to be there. What with plenary debates, special interest 
meetings, group meetings, visitors, suddenly it's 9pm! 
On Monday the possibilities seem endless. By Friday I realise 
that I haven't managed to achieve half the thi.ngs on my check list-
and especially not that point, heavily underlined, about getting 
out of the Palais de l'Europeand into the fresh air ... Needless to 
say any returning visitor who happens to be on the Friday 
afternoon flight is left in peace. 
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Trading 
withJapan-
aone-way 
traffic 
CHRIS LOM outlines the 
Community's problems in 
combating the high 
performance and 
obstructive trading policies 
of the world's fastest-
growing industrial power 
A unemployment in Europe passes the 10 million mark, concern is growing about the massive trade imbalances that have developed 
between the EEC and Japan, largely since 
the completion of the Kennedy Round 
tariff cuts in 1975. 
From a near-equal trading relationship in 
the early Sixties, Japan's exports to the Euro-
pean Community have risen quickly and 
steadily, while her imports from Europe have 
only grown relatively slowly. 
Over the period 1970-1980 Japanese ex-
ports to the Community jumped in value from 
1.9 billion dollars to 18.5 billion, in sharp 
contrast to European exports to Japan which 
only increased from 1.4 billion to 6.3 billion. 
By 1980 the European export-import ratio 
had faLlen to a staggering 34 per cent com-
pared to the 98.3 per cent recorded in 1963. 
The impact on European industry of 
Japan's hugely successful export drive has 
been magnified by the fact that 90 per cent of 
the exports were concentrated in manufac-
tured goods. No corresponding penetration 
of the Japanese market by European manu-
facturers took place and in 1980, while the 
EEC was importing about 44 per cent of its 
manufactures, Japan was only importing 
about 22 per cent of hers. 
Explanations of the trade imbalance lie in a 
number of areas. The European Community 
says that the main reason for it is Japan's 
failure to open its markets to European goods. 
Japanese tarifflevels on a number of imports, 
including processed foodstuffs, certain tex-
tiles and leather products, which are of par-
ticular interest to European exporters, are still 
high. 
Japanese administrative import controls, 
such as standards testing, are also very com-
plicated and tend to discourage importers, as 
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do complex and time-consuming customs 
procedures. But the recent high-level Esaki 
trade mission to the Communities claimed 
that Japan is prepared to simplify red tape for 
importers, by introducing an Office of Trade 
Ombudsman (OTO), specificaLly for dealing 
with their complaints. The real problem, 
according to the Japanese (and many Euro-
pean officials privately agree), is that their 
society is simply more suited than any other to 
compete for exports in a free-trading world. 
Japanese industry is dominated by a small 
number of extremely large business group-
ings which operate with the tacit approval of 
the authorities. Each group usually consists of 
a manufacturing company, a trading com-
pany and a bank, and a variety of Links are 
maintained between them at all levels. Enter-
prises throughout Japan are verticaLly inte-
grated to a far greater extent than in any other 
industrial country, and anti-trust law is not 
practiced to anywhere near the same level as in 
the United States or Europe. To a large extent 
the traditional paternalism of Japanese 
society rules out Western visions of the evil 
monopolist holding the consumer to ransom. 
Whatever its social or historical justifica-
tion, corporatism provides Japanese industry 
with aLl those economic advantages of scale, 
supply and capital implicit in such concentra· 
tions, which particularly benefit exporters, 
and which automaticaLly give Japan a con-
siderable comparative advantage over coun-
tries that subscribe to 'trust-busting.' 
Other social norms in Japan also contribute 
to another unavoidable comparative advan-
tage, in terms of an almost total lack oflabour 
relations problems. Commitment to a com-
pany for life, single union companies, and 
sophisticated worker participation in man-
agement, coupled with what is perhaps a sim-
ple tendency towards a greater acceptance of 
the status quo in Japanese society - aLl this 
makes the 'them and us' ofEuropean industry 
a phenomenon that many Japanese visitors to 
Europe find baffling. 
Japanese consensus, coupled with astute 
monetary policy, has also led to a tendency 
over the years for people to buy Japanese 
rather than imported products. A recent 
study shows that when the value of the yen has 
faLlen on international markets, Japanese ex-
ports have boomed. But conversely, when it 
has risen there has been no c.omparable influx 
of imports. 
In addition to these built-in advantages, 
European exporters are infuriated to note that 
much of Japan's industrial base still enjoys 
official protection granted for modernisation 
back in the 1950s. 
When the European Community pleads its 
case before the GATT, it will have a shopping 
list of demands which take these factors into 
account, and will call on the Japanese to make 
a conscious move towards bringing their 
manufactured imports into line with those of 
other industrialised countries, in other words 
to roughly double them. 
It wants Japanese firms and public corpora-
tions to buy more foreign goods which are 
comparable to Japanese products in cost, 
quality and reliability. It would like to see 
greater direct purchasing of imports (as 
opposed to the expensive system of consign-
ments.) It also says that joint ventures or 
wholly foreign-owned subsidiaries should be 
aLlowed to a far greater degree in Japan and 
that there should be less Japanese insistence 
on 'manufacture under licence' agreements. 
In addition, the Community wants greater 
access to Japanese markets for European 
banks and insurance companies, greater ac-
cess to financial markets, and a more favour-
able climate for direct foreign investment. It 
also wants voluntary restraints on a number of 
Japanese exports, including cars, colour TV 
sets and tubes and certain machine tools des-
tined for the European market. 
Japan is under very real pressure to comply 
with the demands and lower its tariff and 
administrative barriers: firstly because it is 
heavily dependent on European markets and 
cannot afford to risk retaliation, and secondly 
- as EEC Industry Commissioner Etienne 
Davignon has pointed out- because the Com-
munity's appeal to the GATT was more than a 
little aimed at forestalling more serious pro-
Much of Japan's 
industrial base still 
enioys protedion 
dating back to 
the1950s 
tective measures proposed by hard-pressed 
individual member states, notably France 
and Italy. 
An agreement at Community level would 
clearly be in the Japanese interest, but would 
also strengthen bonds between the two trad-
ing partners in an international trading arena 
of growing mutual dependency. 
EEC officials agree that, in the long run, 
Europe can-and indeed must -learn from the 
industrial know-how which brought about 
the Japanese export boom and enabled Japan 
this year to grant across-the-board pay in-
creases of 6 per cent, with inflation running at 
3 per cent. Corporate business practices and 
economic discipline have allowed Japan to 
respond far more effectively than Europe to 
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the challenges of low-wage competition from 
the newly-industrializing countries and as a 
result it has been left relatively untouched by 
the ravages of unemployment. 
Closer links which will almost certainly 
help European competitiveness in the future 
are already under way, in the form of a scheme 
sponsored by the European Commission to 
provide European executives with 'in-house 
training' with Japanese firms in Japan and 
intensive language tuition. Direct Japanese 
investment in the EEC is also bringing soph-
isticated plant, training and jobs to some of 
the most depressed areas of the Community. 
These include South Wales and the Republic 
oflreland, where Japanese management prac-
tices have been almost universally regarded as 
a welcome innovation. 
Will the Japanese 
buy British? Only 
if it's 'traditional' 
What influences the J apanese to buy British consumer goods and what puts them off? A survey commissioned by the British 
Overseas Trade Board was conducted 
during a store promotion in the Mitsu.koshi 
chain last November. 
At the Mitsukoshi promotion, the most 
popular types of goods that the customers 
were interested in buying were clothing, both 
men's and women's, liquor - especially 
Scotch - and foodstuffs. The least popular 
were fashion accessories and hobby items. 
This was borne out, the survey says, by 
the pattern of purchasing, where clothing, 
especially women's clothes, were purchased 
in a high percentage of the cases surveyed. In 
contrast, men's clothing attracted a high de-
gree of interest but, at this particular promo-
tion, did not sell at all well. 
The survey covers the buying interest and 
patterns of other products such as porcelain, 
silver and glass products. But keeping to 
clothing, liquor and foodstuffs, it is of interest 
Help for small 
businesses 
in Wales 
Local authorities in rural Wales are 
cooperating with the EEC in a wages 
subsidy scheme to help small businesses. 
Contributions from local authorities 
in Dyfed, Gwynedd, and Powys-
counties with few firms employing 
more than 100ortownsof10,000 
population- will be matched by an 
EEC Social Fund grant of£2 million. 
Firms employing 25 people or less 
will get a 30 per cent wage subsidy for 
up to five new jobs. The six-month 
scheme will enable a typical employer 
to reduce his wage bill by about£3,500. 
It was launched in May at 
Aberystwyth and will last three years. 
Up to4,500new jobs could be created. 
to look at the report's findings on why these 
goods were bought and, perhaps even more 
important, why customers, having had their 
interest stimulated, did not buy. 
In both the men's and women's clothing 
sectors buyers were attracted by the material, 
the colour and the fact that the garments were 
well made. 
The consideration that the clothes seemed 
to convey a 'traditional' British atmosphere 
also rated highly, the report says. But price 
was the most important reason for not buying. 
The reason 'Japanese made was bener' was a 
very low factor for people not buying, the 
report says. 
For liquor, especially Scotch, the fact that it 
was ' traditionally British' was a strong attrac-
tion to buyers but, the survey points out, 
brand names were almost as important. Price 
again was, the report says, the greatest deter-
rent to purchase. But many respondents in the 
survey seemed to feel that, particularly for the 
standard type Scotch, Japanese whisky was 
better in quality. 
Divvy for new co-ops 
The EEC and the Manpower Services Commission are supporting a project to set up six 
workers' co-operatives in Hartlepool, one of Britain's employment black spots. Over 
the next year more than £300,000 will be pumped into the group of six businesses, 
which will provide 39 jobs. 
The European Social Fund has ventured £133,000 on the project, a further £150,000 
coming from the MSC. Local churches provided £5,000 towards the weekly wage bill. 
The money was raised through jumble sales and coffee mornings. Cleveland County 
Council, which has set up its own cooperative development agency to help re-create 
some of the 14,000 jobs lost last year, gave a further £35,000. 
Under the scheme, the coop workers- many with no more than a couple ofCSEs-
willlearn business techniques and work sharing under a team of five staff. 
By next year it is hoped that six businesses will be able to survive without further aid. 
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More aid for 
refugees 
Racial conflicts, civil wars and 
foreign occupation mean that 
approximately 10 miUion people 
are now homeless in the Third 
World. Thenumberofpeople 
who have been forced to leave 
everything behind and flee to 
escape the threat of persecution 
and violence has nearly tripled in 
recent years- from 3.2 million in 
1973 to over 10 million in 1980. 
These refugees are frequently 
forced to live in camps provided by 
the United Nations High Commis-
sion for Refugees (UNHCR). 
Almost invariably they eltist in the 
hope that one day they will be able to 
return to their countries of origin. 
But by no means all refugees can 
go home- at least in the short run. 
The UNHCR therefore has the job 
of looking for other solutions to 
their problems, such as integrating 
them into the social and political life 
of the countries providing them 
with shelter. 
UNHCR also plays a crucial role 
in helping refugees to adjust during 
their early weeks of eltile, by provid-
ing them with food, shelter and 
medicine. Without such humanita-
rian aid, many refugees would prob-
ably be unable to survive. 
Given the increasing seriousness 
of the refugee problem, the 
UNHCR has expanded its activities 
in recent years. Its expenditure 
totalled 126 million dollars in 1978, 
but by 1980 had increased to $500 
million . Financial contributions 
came chiefly from the United 
States, which provided 138 million 
dollars' worth of aid and the Euro-
pean Community countries which 
gave 114 million dollars worth. 
An appeal for more aid from the 
EEC has been made in Brussels by 
UNHCR chief, Poul Hartling, who 
held talks with Edgard Pisani, 
European Commissioner for De-
velopment. Pisani told a press con-
ference after the meeting that the 
Community would like to help the 
UNHCR more and has played an 
active role in its funding in the past. 
Total EEC aid to refugees over the 
period 1975 to 1980 amounted to 
$5 70 million. 
Black 
outlook in 
South Africa 
The plight of black women in 
South Africa was highlighted in 
Brussels recently by an 
international conference 
organised by the United Nations 
special committee against 
apartheid. 
The meeting, held under the au-
spices of the European Parliament, 
was attended by women represent-
ing the different liberation move-
ments in South Africa and Namibia, 
together with delegates from num-
erous women's groups throughout 
the world. 
The conference stressed that 
black women in South Africa suffer 
from double discrimination- firstly 
because they are black in a society 
which condemns them to a life of 
servitude; and secondly because 
they are women and as such, forced 
to work more and earn less than their 
male or white counterparts. 
Speaking at the meeting, Euro-
pean Social Affairs Commissioner 
Ivor Richard said that the condition 
of women in Europe, however bad it 
is in some aspects, ' is as nought to 
the normal situation that faces 
women in South Africa'. He went 
on: 'To be an African and a woman 
in South Africa is to suffer a double 
disability which is intolerable. ' 
Although black women consti-
tute one-third of the workforce in 
South Africa, they receive only half 
of what black men are paid, and a 
mere 8 per cent of the wages of a 
white worker . Their chances of ac-
quiring professional skills are re-
mote, said African delegates to the 
meeting. They are forced to either 
work in agriculture or as domestics 
in white households. In both these 
areas they have no access to unem-
ployment benefits, pensions, or 
medical and maternity facilities. 
The emphasis, however, was 
placed on the fact that apartheid 
destroys black family life. While the 
men leave for the 'white' urban areas 
to look for jobs, their wives and 
children have to live and work in the 
so-called homelands, where they 
suffer from famine, malnutrition 
and a host of health problems which 
have disappeared from the urban 
centers. 
The three-day meeting ended 
with a condemnation of apartheid 
and a call for the establishment of a 
democratic non-racial society in 
South Africa. 
Lighting-up 
time 
The sale oflow-quality vehicle 
light bulbs becomes iUegal from 
24 September. From that date, 
most vehicle light bulbs on sale 
must be marked to show that they 
meet a Europe.an standard 
designed to secure reasonable 
quality and performance. 
The regulations will apply only to 
light bulbs sold as entirely separate 
units and not as part of a vehicle. 
They have been approved by Parlia-
ment and are made under the Con-
sumer Safety Act, 1978. 
Trading Standards officers ofloc-
al authorities can, when necessary, 
enforce these new rules in cases 
where traders and retailers sell vehi-
cle light bulbs which do not carry an 
'E' mark or comply with the re-
quired standard. 
According to Lynda Chalker, 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 
State for Transport, who has par-
ticular responsibility for road safe-
ty, the regulations have been made 
in the interests of road safety and 'a 
fair deal for the consumer'. She said 
that large numbers of bulbs, parti-
cularly those from the Far East, are 
substandard. They are often signi-
ficantly less bright than those meet· 
ing recognised standards. The fila-
ment in headlamp bulbs may be so 
inaccurately located as to cause glare 
or a poor quality beam with unex-
pected da.rk areas. 
Gennan pint 
in peril? 
A recent EEC attempt to change a 
law dating back to 1516, which 
governs the composition of 
German beer, has met with an 
outraged reaction in the German 
press. 
'Brussels wants to end nearly 500 
years of chemical-free beer ... Brus· 
sels wants to ban the Purity Stan· 
dard ... Brussels wants to reduce the 
quality of our beer!' screamed the 
papers, waxing indignant on a sub· 
ject which they clearly felt would be 
close to the hearts of their readers. 
What they omined to mention, 
almost without exception, was that 
the Purity Standard, in addition to 
producing excellent beer since 
1516, has also afforded German 
brewers excellent protection from 
foreign competition- by effectively 
excluding all imported beers from 
the German market, because they 
do not comply with the regulations. 
EEC officials have reacted defen· 
sively to criticism of their move to 
proceed against Germany and 
against Greece, which observes the 
same standard, under Article 30 of 
the EEC Treaty, which bans restric-
tive trade practices. They say that 
they are acting in accordance with 
Article 169 of the Treaty, in re-
sponse to complaints by an Alsation 
brewer against the German standard 
and by Italian brewers against the 
Greek standard. 
The European Commission argue 
that it is basically unfair that Ger-
man brewers can freely export their 
beer to the rest of Europe, while 
European brewers can.not export to 
Germany. 
They go on to dismiss claims that 
t.he Purity Standard still performs 
its traditional function of protecting 
the consumer from the sort of dis-
gusting chemicals and additives to 
be found in foreign beers. Export 
beers in Germany are exempt from 
the standard - which is tantamount 
to saying that the health of impor-
ters of German beer is not as impor· 
tant as that of the domestic consum-
er. And in this day and age it is 
hardly a very Europeansentimentto 
admit that you don't mind poison-
ing your neighbours. 
Officials cap their arguments by 
pointing out that, even if the Purity 
Standard is scrapped under Article 
30, there is still absolutely nothing 
to stop a beer drinker from buying 
the same pure brew that he always 
has done in the past. An end to the 
standard would simply mean that in 
future he would be given the choice 
between 'chemical' imported beer 
and 'pure' home beer, instead of 
having the government make the 
decision for him. 
As a result, it is highly unlikely 
that the average Bavarian, who cur-
rently drinks more than 200 litres of 
beer a year, is suddenly going to 
become an avid drinker of British or 
Belgian beer. But the EEC feels that 
he should be given the opportunity 
to try it. 
Jobless rate 
still rising 
The num-ber of people currently 
on unemployment benefit seems 
to be growing. Statistics 
published at the end of Aprill982 
indicate that there were 10.3 
million unemployed in the 
Community- 9.3 per cent of the 
active population. 
Unemployment rates are higher 
than 10 per cent in several EEC 
states, including Italy (10.2 per 
cent), the United Kingdom (11.5 
per cent), Ireland (12.1 per cent) 
and Belgium (12.3 per cent). These 
figures indicate that the number of 
registered jobless in the EEC grew 
by 1 per cent between the end of 
March and the end of April. 
Every EEC government has made 
the fight against unemployment a 
main policy objective, and the Euro-
pean Commission showed the im-
portance that it attaches to the issue 
in the recently published draft Com-
munity budget for 1983. 
In keeping with the guidelines 
defined by the 30 May Mandate, the 
European Commission is working 
towards achieving more balanced 
EEC spending. This would include 
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a moderate increase in agricultural 
spending and an attempt to step up 
funding in areas which can generate 
new jobs. 
The draft budget drawn up by the 
European Commission for 1983 ear-
marks about£13.41 billion in com-
mitment credits and £12.42 billion 
for payment credits. This repre-
sents increases of 11 per cent and 8 
per cent compared with the 1982 
budget. The growth rate is moder-
ate compared to the average infla-
tion rate, estimated at 11 percent for 
last year. The new Community 
budget will represent 0.8 per cent of 
the total gross domestic product of 
the Community. 
Education 
pledge by 
ministers 
Changes in the demographic 
structure of the population in 
Europe has led to a decline in 
school eorolments, causing many 
administrations to look for ways 
to trim their hard-pressed budgets 
by reducing the ranks of the 
teaching profession. 
Teachers' uncertainty about their 
future and worries about the quality 
of educational systems have been 
eased somewhat by a recent pledge 
by EEC Education Ministers, to the 
effect that any changes in demog-
raphic trends should be used to im-
prove the quality of teaching rather 
than as an excuse to cut staffs. They 
agreed that the number of teachers 
should remain the same even if the 
number of pupils dropped, so that 
further educational programmes 
could be developed for adults. 
But ministers felt that there was 
little in the way of concrete joint 
action that could be worked out at 
Community level, because popula-
tion and educational circumstances 
vary so widely from one member 
country to another. Opposition to 
spending cuts and adult education 
remained the policy guidelines and 
the meetings asked EEC officials to 
prepare a report on future trends for 
the next Ministerial session. 
Ministe.rs also studied ways of im-
plementing policies adopted by the 
EEC heads of state and government 
at a recent summit meeting aimed at 
providing every young person leav-
ing school in the Community either 
with adequate training for a job or 
with a place in a special vocational 
preparation programme. Many feel 
that the inability even of young 
graduates to find stable work may 
have a drastic impact on their life-
styles and on society as a whole. 
QUESTIONS 
IN THE HOUSE 
Hans-Joachin Seeler, German 
Federal Republic: 
'The European Court of Justice has 
ruled that the German legislation 
which has authorised "butter trips" 
up to now is in breach of the Treaty 
and that "butter trips" are therefore 
illegal. Is the Commission prepared 
to ensure that export refunds are 
again paid in respect of butter sold 
on "butter ships" as long as the 
production of surpluses, particular-
ly on the Community's market for 
milk and dairy products, makes it 
necessary to subsidise exports of 
butter to countries such as the 
USSR?' 
Answer by Poul Dalsager, 
on behalf of the Commission: 
'No. The Commission has made it 
clear, following the judgement of 
the Court on "butter trips", that no 
export refunds are payable in these 
circumstances. The Commission 
has reminded member states of their 
obligation to charge agricultural 
levies and customs duties on goods 
sold in duty-free shops in intra-
Community travel, in order to con-
form with the Court judgement. 
Apart from these levies and customs 
duties, the Commission has taken 
no initiative concerning duty-free 
shops. 
At the same time, the Commis· 
sion has requested the German gov-
ernment to abolish completely the 
practice of "butter trips" and ren-
d.er its national legislation into con-
formity with EEC law'. 
Mrs Vera Squarcialupi, Italy: 
'In January 1982 three Italian chil-
dren died from suffocation after 
swallowing small toys (whistles, 
small balls, balloons) included as 
gifts in packets of potato crisps. 
Other children have been saved 
from a simil.ar fate only through 
timely medical intervention. Does 
the Commission intend to submit as 
a matter of urgency the directive on 
the safety of toys and to include 
among the factors placing children 
at risk the packaging and presenta-
tion of toys and the methods of dis-
tribution to the public?' 
Answer by Karl-Heinz Narjes, 
on behalf of the Commission: 
'The draft Directive on the safety of 
toys, which is at present being re-
vised by Commission departments, 
includes provisions covering suf-
focation risks as part of the physical 
and mechanical standards it lays 
down. The level of safety required is 
the same for all toys regardless of 
where and how they are offered for 
sale. 
The Commission does not consid-
er it necessary to recommend that 
the offer of goods containing gifts be 
made subject to regulations.' 
Protection agreed for wildlife 
Legal protection for shrews, weasels, hedgehogs, adders and 
the most common bats was brought a step nearer in Britain on 
1 June, when the European Convention on the Conservation 
of European Wildlife and N a rural Habitats took effect. 
The convention has been ratified by Britain, almost three 
years after it was signed at the headquarters of the Council of 
Europe by the EEC and 19 governments. British 
governments are committed, without a time limit, to 
introducing the convention into law. 
The document covers more than a hundred varieties of 
plants, more than SO animals and almost 300 birds, as well as 
several snakes, frogs, toads and lizards, all divided into two 
categories, 'protected' and 'strictly protected'. 
The scope of the convention is far wider than that of the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, which gave legal 
protection to some of the rarest wild species in Britain. If the 
convention is ever given full legal force in Britain, it will be an 
offence to damage or even disturb not only rarities like the 
otter and Scottish wildcat, but also many common birds. 
Implementation depends on the individual wills of the 21 
member governments. For example, any attempt by a British 
government to implement the section giving protection to all 
wild deer and birds of prey would not necessarily be followed 
by hunting and shooting organisations in other countries. 
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The man who remembered Dublin 
'I will tell you all sorts of make up things, 
strangerous. And show you every 
simple storyplace we pass.' Thus 
speaks the narrator ofF innegans 
Wake, as he emerges from his long dream 
in the last few pages of the book. J oyce had 
a gift for 'makeup things', notably a kind of 
prose that no-one had written before, with 
dual-purpose words like that 'strangerous' 
well to the fore. 
He was also a vivid guide to his favourite 
'storyplace', Dublin, where he was born. In 
Joyce'sworks,ashisfriend T. S. Eliot pointed 
out, the first thing to grasp is an appreciation 
of the Dublin he knew as a child and grew up 
in, in the way that he knew it. There are 
countless passages of that kind in his stories, 
from the early Dubliners to the description of 
the river Liffey in Amuz Livia P lurabelle. 
The Irish have been marking his centennial 
by laying bare Joyce's Dublin, which in a 
literary sense he immortalised. The novelist 
Anthony Burgess credits him with having 
turned it into a place as mythical as Dante's 
Inferno, Paradiso and Purgatorio rolled into 
one. 'When we drink Guinness in the Bailey or 
Davy By roe's we are borrowing Joyce's taste· 
buds, and when we walk on Sandymount 
strand it is in J oyce's broken tennis shoes.' 
In honour of the occasion, the Irish Tourist 
Board and the Arts Council of Ireland joined 
forces to mount a wide-ranging programme of 
commemorative events. Some of them were 
given Joycean names, such as a singalong 
called 'Haveth Music eVerywhere' (yes, that 
is how it was meant to be spelt) and a 'Roara-
torio' based on Finnegans Wake. 
James Joyce was born a 
hundred years ago this year. 
In Ireland, they have been 
paying tribute to the writer 
who immortalised his 
native city 
A small army of J oyce scholars and devotees 
has been holding seminars, talk -ins, readings, 
recitals, lectures and symposiums. all over 
Dublin, with others in Galway and Cork. 
Conducted walkabouts have been organised, 
retracing the tracks of Leopold Bloom, the 
hero of Ulysses. He must have been present in 
spirit at the Bloomsday Banquet held at the 
Burlington Hotel on 16 June, the day of 
Bloom's imagined wanderings round the city 
in the year 1904. Bloomsdaywasmarked by a 
city-wide reconstruction of the 'Wandering 
Rocks' chapter from Ulysses. Molly Bloom's 
long, poignant soliloquy, which ends the 
book, was delivered nightly by Patricia 
Leventon at the Tailors Guild Hall. The en-
tire work, unedited and uninterrupted, was 
broadcast on Bloomsday by the national radio 
station RTE, and lasted a full 24 hours. It was 
also beamed to European listeners by arrange-
ment with the European Broadcasting Union. 
What the organisers describe as the 'ethos 
of Dublin's pub life' is captured at the Guin-
ness Centre (where else?). This, and some 
other exhibitions, will run throughout the 
year, including one at the Triskel Arts Centre, 
Bloomsday, 1982: a reincarnation of Mr leopold Bloom and friends. 
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Cork, which explores Joyce's family back-
ground. In the Cork City Library they have 
been showing autographed first editions, 
Matisse sketches for Ulysses, and other trea-
sures. A permanent collection is now estab-
lished at the new JoyceCentre,in North Great 
George Street. 
All ways round, the celebrations have 
established Joyce - in case anyone still has 
doubts about him- as an Irish national hero. 
But he is not just the property of the pundits 
and the literati. 'Really it is not I who am 
writing this crazy book,' he once said when he 
was working on Finnegan's Wake. 'It is you, 
and you, and you, and that man over there, 
and that girl at the next table.' 
Joyce's reputation is not so much Irish as 
European. As a schoolboy he set himself to 
master languages and foreign literature, and 
steeped himself in the work of late 19th-
century writers such as Tolstoy, Bjornson, 
Castiglioni, Flau bert and Zola. Not content to 
study lbsen only in translation, he also 
studied Norwegian. He learned the lyrics of 
Verlaine by heart, and enjoyed reciting them 
in female company. 
In his early days as an aspiring writer he 
read some of his own poems to George Rus-
seU, one of the leaders of the Dublin set. 
Russell told him: 'You have not enough chaos 
in you to make a world'- a misjudgement for 
which Joyce cheerfully forgave him. In any 
event, Russell made amend by recommend-
ing the young J oyce to his Irish writer friends, 
notablyW. B. Yeats. 
The young Dubliner already had thoughts 
of quitting Ireland. As long as he could write, 
he reckoned, he could live anywhere, if neces-
sary like Diognes, in a rub. Though he made 
return trips up to 1912, Dublin was never his 
home again. The books on which his fame 
rests were written abroad, in his self-imposed 
exile, and extensively re-worked over periods 
of years. 
He led a complicated life, usually short of 
money, and his various changes of scene were 
attempts at a fresh start. At first his only 
earnedincomewasfrom teaching English. He 
particularly enjoyed Trieste, with its babel of 
overlapping tongues, where he lived on £80 a 
year (this was in 1905) and finished Dubliners. 
For a time he took a job as a bank clerk in 
Rome, where he wore out his only pair of 
trousers on his office stool. There, too, he and 
his ever-loyal Nora shared an impossibly nar-
row bed, sleeping head to tail, as Leopold and 
Molly Bloom do in Ulysses. 
His fellow professionals, such as Eliot, 
Ezra Pound and Wyndham Lewis, were al-
ways aware of his remarkable gifts. They 
knew his work long before it reached the 
public, and did their best to keep his spirits 
up. It was Pound who encouraged Joyce to 
publish his Porrrair of the Artist in instalments 
in a literary journal of the day, and rallied 
supporters to protect him from charges of 
obscenity. 
Ulysses, begun in 1907, sprawled over 
fifteen years of Joyce's life. On its eventual 
appearance in 1922, Ernest Hemingway cal-
led it 'a most goddam wonderful book.' Yeats 
said of it: 'It has our Irish cruelty and also our 
kind of strength.' joyce's own aunt de-
clared it unfit to read. 'If it isn't fit to read,' 
Joyce replied, ' life isn't fit to live.' By 1932 it 
had gone through eleven editions, and Joyce 
was famous. 
It is difficult, fifty years on, to realise that 
Ulysses, now an undisputed classic,was for 
many years regarded as a 'dirty' book, sear-
ched for at customs posts and banned around 
the world, discredited by critics who never 
read it. For posterity's verdict on the no less 
controversial F innegans Wake we may have to 
wait a while longer. Joyce referred to it as his 
'monster', and even his friends seemed ner-
vous of it. As Joyce's true stature emerges, it 
has a good chanceofbeing accepted as the final 
testament to his genius. 
JOYCEBETTS 
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European 
drawings 
from New York 
Auperb coUection of drawings by modern European masters is showing at the British Museum this summer . It comes from the Museum of Modern Art, New 
York, and continues unti1 12 Septe.mber. 
Drawings are often the most direct and vivid 
evidence of an artist's creative intentions, as well as 
illuminating the paintings on wbicb, in most cases, 
bis wider reputation rests. The New York collec-
tion begi.ns in the 1890s, when the stirrings of a 
modern movement can be discerned in the post-
Impressionists. These are a reminder that the 
startling novelties of Matisse and Picasso were not 
entirely self-generated, and that Cubism had its 
roots in the return to the painstaking principles of 
form which his admirers recognised in <:ezanne. 
The movements that followed, all well repre-
sented - such as Futurism, Constructivism, Neue 
Sachlichkeit, Dada and Surrealism-had a cumula-
tive effect on the development of art in America, 
where immigrant European painters eventually 
helped to create the powerful new mode, Abstract 
Expressionism, that wrested leadership of the 
avant garde from Paris in the 1950s. 
The exhibition comes up to date with the Mini-
malist artists, including a dashing wall drawing by 
Sol Le Win, vastly enlarged from a notebook-size 
design, that was commissioned for the present 
exhibition - 'the ultimate work of flat surface 
iHusion', as the curator, Bernice Rose, caUs it in a 
scholarly contribution to the catalogue. 
DENISTHOMAS 
'The Beautiful Bird Revealin~ the 
Unknown to a Pair of Lovers by 
JoanMiro, 1941. 
Commissioner Richard Burke welcomes Commission Vice-President Lorenzo 
Natali to the Strasbourg commemoration of James Joyce's centenary. 
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Hard bargaining -and hard words-
over the farm price accord 
In an historic eight days in the middle of RO RY W ATSO N ker. He described it as a violation of the terms May, the European Community hr . th of membership on which Britain had joined adopted this year's farm price increases, C orucles e events in the Community and likened it to changing the agreed a temporary, one-year budget Brussels that led to rules halfway through a game. His protests 
settlement for Britain, and departed from agreement on the CAP were to no avail, and the package was adopted. 
theunwrittenrulethatdecisionsofvital The French agriculture minister, Mme 
interesttoanymembercountryshouldbe -over Britain's head Edith Cresson, maintained afterwards that 
taken by unanimity. the Luxembourg compromise (and the ability 
The issues were, of course, linked. The The European Commission has never ack- of governments to use the veto) still stood. 
British Government, determined to .secure a nowledged the existence of the Luxembourg But, she added, the agreement 'was not, nor 
long-term deal with its EEC partners reduc- compromise, agreed in January 1966 after ever can be, intended to allow a member state 
ing its annual payments to the Community France had boycotted EEC meetings for the to paralyse tqe normal running of the Corn-
budget, made no secret of its ihtention to. previous slx months. The now-famous corn- munity, the consequence of which would be 
refuse approvatof the' agricultural package promise,which has been applied by member to change fundamentally the spirit and the 
.until it had achieved its objective. · :states ever since (hu(has seldom been openly rules governing t}le Community.' The annual 
Britishmini&J:ersrepeatedl}':~ed'thatthe invok~d)starest 'Where, in the case of deci- farm prices, she explained, were part of the 
outcome of the price ii:lj::~,:e;lses tor Eilrepe1S" sion.swhich maytse taken by majority vote on day today ruhning ofthe CQrnmunity .' 
8. million.brmers. we,tl1~·~jtiiJ iaterest,to apropesaloftheCollllnission,veryimportani: Commenting on the majority vote, the 
I.xmdon;.Since'itwoukll).llietopaymostofthe jnterests qf 9he or more:par:tners are at stake, European Commission President, Mr Gaston 
'COStslnvolved. T~yesrimated theJ9.S per theMembel'SoKthe ·' "ltende~tvour, .. Tnom,t;Xpressedthewishthat'thesearchfor 
cent iise"&ally'·a,greed <\v(luJd, add a.tfextra within a ~sopabte·.t· · ... · . eh .solU.tions lJllS:nimity in the Council will now be less of a 
... £1tl:iflijl.ien to th\lCOUntry's tiet eon,tfibution . w.hiFI}·c~n be"adbpted by ;!111 tb~·Mem9P"(~ . 'fitiJa~.~Jlte'pr~e(,lure used in. tqe Agriculture 
~o ~ E.EC bUdget this year~ • . •'·~";:::'·••··• .the t;ouncW:Tli~ Fr~~~ · p,if}edthat: · .Mlnistero ,Collncil, he added, was in full con-
::·· .Oiliermem · .vefnS1etrtssaw ... th~f~: ,,,W4$1l~~9~~~;, t!:riued.~£0r!IlitY.with tlle EEC Treaties. But he 
"Jerina · . . .· t. Th!!Y~ci:lth~~as Ull,til",· · · . .. . .... d.~ .. ··-pointed oufth~tmaiQrity votin~ wouldnot 
. ntJ !ink:bet\yeen the budgetdiSJ'.~te ~Jld'fab;If' .. ,., . The ~ .. ernrnent reli~d· .on this now become .automatiC with the interestS of 
prices, anqpo.inted tQ the'fa~t!lat, attne ei).d at;reementt,o insist .. they had the"tightto veto small couhtries being accorded scant atten-
0f'lj1e.day ,. BJ;itainW~!lbleJo me~wvJ:r~'it.';t ·~~. ~~e :incttaJ;OO:. .. ~ittJ!fpAI,:~J:~ :~, #.f~~~sion: is concerned .. 
Jyall·th~<!l~o~~ .· .·., .. · ·• · ·· c~~f~l~~li~~.::~. "'eri~~rul~thattheba8icintet~ts?f .. 
'They wer.e aJso C9JI11ng under b~vy.p~tessure, iteJq{fest,t . ~ • a . er state. sQ.ould be respected stilL 
fromtkeir()WllJariners!atthe~iJ~.wn!:li:l'f:. .le· :,:apPJiQS •. , ... ;~:: ...... ~,- ·:. ... . . · 
in' agr.eeiijg the .. price rise r die ·, . . ... · .. ··::Thew q~tiofi.of yol:ii}<T iQtbe Co)lllcil 
Et;t"Treli' w' ..• ' :rilwrce'' ·-~~ . y.e!luc~b· tlli( 'was~ latEr .. , ., .. ·1)·' "E.lic iorei Minis-' ·c::::1reJ't!fst:'~ · ~~~,., .!,.,.,:::·~··:.:·::~. tm;~~~r::~re;:s:· :t~ .' f ·Isions· ·taldrtg~lace' on-
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Agricultural ministers with a difference: the UK's Peter Walker and Edith Cresson (France). 
Sunday,20JuneinLuxembourg. 
Although the 10.5 per cent fa.rm increase 
agreed by Agriculture Ministers was some-
what higher than the Commission's original 
proposal, which had to be altered twice before 
approval was granted, EEC Farm Commis-
sioner Mr Poul Dalsager described it as 'a fair 
decision which satisfies to a very la.rge extent 
the requirements of the agricultural popula-
tion in each member state; at the same time, it 
is modest in its effects on food prices, and 
conforms to our guidelines on expendirure 
from the Community budget'. 
Against an EEC inflation rate of 11-12 per 
cent, he considered the increases ' realistic', 
while including a number of special measures 
for producers. Among them: the payment of 
120 million ECU to small dairy farmers; the 
extension of the calf premium from Italy to 
Greece, Ireland and Northern Ireland; and 
the alignment of certain Greek prices with 
those in the Community more rapidly than 
laid down in the Accession Treaty. 
The other main innovatory feature of the 
package is the determination to reduce un-
necessary surpluses. Production thresholds, 
which already exist for suga.r, a.re to be intro-
duced for milk, cereals, colza and processed 
tomatoes. Once these a.re passed, producers 
will not receive the full guaranteed EEC price. 
The prices agreement will mean an extra 
£431 million on rop of existing expenditure 
will be spent from the EEC budget on agricul-
ture this yea.r, while the cost over a full 
Poul DalsaSier calls it 
1a fair decis1on1 
12 months will be an extra £812 million. But 
this additional spending will be able to be fi-
nanced from within the existing budget. The 
prices deal will mean an average 4.5 per cent 
increase in food prices for consumers in the 
Community. 
After their bruising confrontations the pre-
vious week, EEC Governments approached 
their Foreign Ministers' meeting on 24 May, 
determined to defuse the budget dispute be-
tween Britain and the rest of the Community. 
In the end a temporary truce was called after 
nine hou.rs of solid negotiations with Britain 
receiving a refund this yea.r of £476 million. 
This figure will be increased or reduced de-
pending on the accuracy of the Commission's 
estimate that the country will make a net 
contribution to the Community this yea.r of 
£857 million. 
The formula- which is very simila.r to that 
first produced by Mr Thorn and the Belgian 
Foreign Minister, Mr Leo Tindemans, two 
weeks earlier -did not totally satisfy Britain. 
'It is not ideal from our point of view, but it is 
reasonably satisfactory in the circumstances,' 
said one senior official. 
The Commission has been working out the 
burden each country will have to shoulder in 
raising the refund for Britain. Then, serious 
work will sta.rt on devising a longer term 
formula for Britain's budget contributions 
and for controlling expenditure on the Com-
mon Agricultural Policy. Ministers have 
pledged themselves to settle these negotia-
tions by the end of November. Mr Thorn 
would like them ready for approval by Heads 
of State and Government at their Copenhagen 
Summit meeting in ea.rly December. (I 
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Why America and Europe 
do not see eye to eye 
over agriculture 
In the United States, the Common Agricultural Policy is represented as 'an ineffective and costly defensive weapon' -and also as a convenient scapegoat for 
the misfortunes of American farmers. It 
was one of the subjects covered at the 
Versailles summit, and it will be discussed 
again in November at the next session of 
GATT, which is to be held in Geneva. 
While industrial exports have declined into 
near-stagnation, the volume of trading in 
grain has grown fivefold in the past forty 
years. Trade in wheat has doubled in the last 
twelve years, largely due to the growing needs 
of developing countries with state-run econo-
mies. 
Europe, harder hit than the United States 
by the series of petrol crises in recent years, 
was forced to take advantage of the new export 
opportunities in farm products. To judge by 
its agricultural trade disputes with the United 
States, Europe has succeeded in becoming a 
serious competitor. 
The EEC's position, as outlined in a speech 
by Claude Villain, director-general for agri-
culture, at the end of April, is that it is deter-
mined to safeguard its independence with 
regard to food supplies. It has no intention of 
abandoning the CAP just to please its Amer-
ican partners. American officials certainly 
never weary of bringing up the question of 
Community farm subsidies. However, before 
comparing statistical data, we would do well 
to examine the fundamental differences 
which exist between agriculture in the US and 
in the Community. 
First, the farming area of the United States 
is more than four times that of the Commun-
ity. But there are half as many American 
Farmland in use 
(millions ofhectares) 
Farm workforce 
-in 1968 (EEC) and 1970 (USA) 
-in 1979 
Difference 
Amount spent in 1979 for 
income support per person 
employed in agriculture 
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Since the Community 
became a major exporter of 
farm products, there have 
been increasing protests 
from the United States over 
the CAP, which they say is 
unbalancing the market. 
r 
The facts ten a rather 
different story 
.... 
farmers as European farmers. In 25 years, the 
CAP has brought about one of the most re-
markable strUctural changes in the history of 
the EEC, from the point of view both of 
manpowerandoffarms. ~ 
According to the official American docu-
ments, the amount of assistance granted to 
agriculture by the EEC is 40 per cent greater 
than that furnished by the US to its farmers. 
But such comparisons are virtually meaning-
less. As Claude Villain has stated: 'It is practi-
cally impossible to form a precise idea of the 
total effort of public authorities in favour of 
agriculture.' Farm incomes are not upheld by 
subsidies alone, but also by such domestic 
policies as the system of land tenure, produc-
tion costs, tax arrangements, transport costs, 
etc. Direct transfers alone fall short of giving a 
true picture, especially as USA/EEC compari-
. sons only take into account federal spending 
and ignore spending by the states. 
In short, if we add budgetary farm support 
spending alone to the added value of agricul-
ture, we see that in 1976, 1977 and 1978 the 
addition was 39.2 per cent in the Community 
EEC 
93.4million 
12,069,000 
7,890,000 
4,169,000 
. $1,441.00 
USA 
428.8million 
3,462,000 
3,297,000 
165,000 
$1,760.00 
and 37.6percentin the United States. 
American support measures involve sever-
al important products: wheat, fodder grain, 
rice, soya, tobacco, cotton and dairy pro-
ducts. For other products, such as fruit, sub-
stantial aid cail be granted either directly or 
indirectly through 'marketing orders'. If we 
compare the prices received by farmers on the 
markets on either side of the Atlantic, we find 
that, for basic products, the differences are 
not enormous. The American target price for 
dairy products is higher than that of the Com-
munity, and American support prices have 
risen faster than ours during the last eight 
years. 
IntheCommunity,aneffortisunderwayto 
reduce spending in favour of farming. While 
the annual rate of growth of spending to sup-
port farm markets. was 23 per cent between 
1975 and 1979, this figure dropped to 10 per 
cent between 1979 and 1982. In 1981, the 
Community's market support payments fell, 
for the first time in ten years. 
Thanks to technical progress, European 
agriculture has a high productivity rate. This 
is whatliesattheroot of the surpluses financed 
by the CAP. As a result, the price ofEuropean 
products is considerably higher than prices on 
the world market. In fact, higher prices 
stimulate farmers to produce more. 
In order to break out of this cycle, and to 
make Community products more competi-
tive, thesegapsmustnowbereduced. To this 
end, the CAP aims to bring the markets back 
into balance by giving farmers more and more 
responsibility for the selling of surpluses. 
This is why EEC sugar manufacturers and 
'Far from being 
protedionist, the 
Community is the 
larqest importer of 
agr•culturalproduds 
in the world 
sugar beet farmers have already taken on the 
complete financing of the price difference 
between the domestic market and the export 
market. With this in mind, the eo-
responsibility levy for dairy farmers will be 
extended to grains and colza. 
Finally, if we use truly similar criteria, we 
conclude that Community spending in favour 
of agriculture is roughly equal to that of the 
United States. In fact, we could show that, 
until the end of 1979, the US spent more per 
farm worker than the Community. 
No one can deny that, while pursuing the 
internal goals laid out for it by the Treaty of 
Rome, the CAP has made an important con-
tribution to the development of world trade in 
agricultural products. The EEC took part in 
the Tokyo Round negotiations and is a signa-
tory of GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade). The CAP has contributed to 
World trade in farm products in 1979 
EEC 
Japan 
USA 
Canada 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Rest of world 
Imports% Exports% 
25.7 
13.4 
11.8 
2.3 
0.6 
0.2 
46.0 
9.8 
0.7 
18.6 
4.7 
4.1 
1.6 
60.5 
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necessary. 
In 1980, only 14.5 percentoffarmimports 
into the EEC, in particular grain, were co-
vered by the system of variable levies. As for 
the remaining 85.5 per cent, 51 per cent of 
Community farm imports from industrialised 
countries entered the Community duty free. 
This argument tends to prove that the United 
States has in fact benefited from the very rules 
it contests, and that it has taken advantage of 
the distortions of the CAP to lay claim to a 
substantial portion of the European market. 
In connection with the evolution of world 
*'-----------------·-11 agricultural trade, there exists a notable sta-
international trade through agreements it has 
reached all over the world, including the 
EFT A countries and developing countries 
(the Lome Convention). It often enters into 
arrangements which are to the benefit of its 
partners, such as preferential tariffs, tariff 
concessions, and the Generalised Preferences 
Scheme, which corresponds to a reduction of, 
or total exemption from, customs duties. 
However, in order to conduct its agricultu-
ral policy successfully and regain the position 
it once held ·in the world, European agricul-
ture had to protect itself from the erratic 
fluctuations of the world market. This is why 
it established the system oflevies and refunds, 
whose principle has. long been accepted by 
other countries. 
Nevertheless, the United States sharply 
criticises the policy of export refunds (which 
compensates for the difference between inter-
nal prices and those of the world market). 
According to the US, this policy conflicts with 
the interests of American exporters. On the 
contrary, far from being protectionist the 
Community remains the largest importer of 
agricultural products in the world. In 1980 it 
absorbed one-fourth of world farm imports 
and ran up a net agricultural deficit of nearly 
$29 thousand million. The EEC's agricultural 
deficit with the United States, which was $5.8 
thousand million in 1979, rose to $6.8 
thousand million in 1980 - an increase of 17 
per cent. In the first nine months of 1981, the 
increasewas 13percent. Thisiscertainlynota 
satisfactory situation for the Community-the 
more so because European farm exports to the 
US grew by only 5 per cent between 1979 and 
1980. 
In fact, the United States also protects itself 
from foreign competition, despite the princi-
ples of free trade proclaimed by the present 
administration. Meat imports from New Zea-
land and Australia have been placed under 
quotas, and those from South America have 
been prohibited under the pretext of sanitary 
considerations. In addition, American of-
ficials have developed an impressive number 
of other measures, including import quotas, 
additional taxes, domestic price rules and 
measures affecting market organisation 
(marketing orders), etc. The United States 
possess a substantial arsenal for protecting 
their agriculture, not to mention the formid-
ablewaiverwhich allows them to make excep-
tions to certain GATT rules when they deem it 
bility with regard to the shares (imports and 
exports) in this trade held by the largest trad-
ers- the US and the EEC. The figures for 1979 
correspond approximately to those for 1974. 
The changes occurring in other parts of the 
world can certainly be explained by the 
growth in imports by the Eastern European 
countries and the developing nations. Never-
theless, the United States and the Community 
accuse each other of carrying out expansionist 
policies. What is the real situation? 
It is true that, over the course of the past ten 
years, the Community has gone out to con-
quer new markets. It has, for example, be-
come the world's largest exporter of flour, 
barley, sugar, butter and poultry. It has 
achieved its success at the cost of countries 
such as Australia, New Zealand, Argentina 
and Brazil. As a result, these traditional ex-
porters accuse Community subsidies of dis-
torting free competition. 
The US, for its part, exports products with 
which it can compete internationally, such as 
grains, animal feed, soya and citrus fruits. Its 
policy is relatively aggressive, if we are to 
judge by its behaviour on the European mar-
ket and by the positions taken by its national 
officials. 
Everyone refers to the rules of GATT, 
whose basic goal is growth in trade through 
the elimination of obstacles. In a way, it repre-
sents, at least for the signatory countries, the 
basic law of international trade. GATT stipu-
lates that each nation has the right to 'a fair 
share of the market'. Of course, we need to 
determine exactly what this means. 
Pfhe goal of the 
Community is not to 
reduce imports from 
the US but to limit 
their growth' 
The example of grain substitutes gives a 
clear illustration of the disagreement between 
the United States and the Community. In the 
past few years, the artificially high price of 
Community grain has encouraged the use of 
such animal feed substitutes as soya, manioc, 
bran and corn gluten feed. In 1980 the EEC 
imported in the form of substitutes the 
equivalent of 14 million tons of grain. In 
addition to being more favourably priced than 
Community products, these foodstuffs enter 
the EEC with reduced duties or even none. 
At the present time, the grain substitute 
which most interests the US is corn gluten 
feed, Community imports of which have 
grown from some 700,000 tons in 1974 to 
morethan2.6million tons in 1980. American 
industry is counting on shipments continuing 
to grow. It is estimated that by 1985 they will 
have reached a level of 4.5 million tons. 
For sometime the Community has express-
ed a desire to review with its partners, espe-
cially the Americans, the role of the entire 
groupofgrainsubstituteproducts. Theaimof 
the Community is not to reduce imports from 
the United States, but rather to limit their 
growth and, in this way, to avoid the Com-
munity's agriculture being broken apart. 
The United States, however, does not 
appear prepared to renegotiate the question of 
grain substitute products. An American of-
ficial stated a few months ago that if GATT 
found that the EEC was in the wrong, then the 
latter would have to change its policy. If, 
however, the American interpretation was 
found to be incorrect, then the GATT aid 
code would have to be changed. In other 
word, heads I win, tails you lose. 
Other examples could be given of state-
ments by American officials which demons-
trate the blatantly aggressive character of 
American policy. For its part, the Commun-
ity is of the opinion that two responsible 
powers should aim at more constructive goals. 
Therefore, the EEC is suggesting that the 
trade disputes be resolved through coopera-
tion and on an equal footing. [I 
Amendments proposed 
to the 1982 budget 
As well as putting forward the preliminary 
draft budget for 1983, the Commission is also 
proposing to amend the 1982 budget. 
It estimates that agricultural expenditure 
will be £275 million lower than expected, even 
taking account of the additional cost in 1982 of 
the 1982/83 agricultural price settlement. 
As a consequence, refunds have turned out 
to be lower than could have been foreseen 
when the 1982 budget was drawn up. 
These reductions will be devoted to boost-
ing expenditure mainly in the Social Fund, 
food aid and research 
The Social Fund needs more money to 
improve the share of Community involve-
ment in direct measures for coping with the 
problem of unemployment, especially among 
young people. The Commission therefore 
proposes an increase of £118 million in this 
area. 
The Commission urges the Council to 
adopt the special housing measure it has prop-
osed for Northern Ireland. It has reinstated its 
original proposal for additional spending in 
Belfast by increasing the appropriations to a 
total for 1982 of £15 .4 million. 
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Neutrality is the basic attitude of 
Irish foreign policy .It is a reactive 
rather than an active policy; one 
can after all only begin to be 
neutral after others have 
embarked on a conflict. And it will 
often be rather ignoble; in so far as 
merit lies on one side of the 
con8ict, being neutral is a matter 
of refusing to take sides between 
good and evil. 
Conor Cruise O'Brien 
in the Observer 
French turkey producers, angered 
by Britain's ban on poultry imports 
imposed since last September, 
announced in London yesterday 
that they had taken out a High 
Court writ against the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 
The writ, by a French trade 
association formed to promote the 
interests of turkey producers, and 
six of its member companies, seeks 
a declaration that the ban is illegal 
because it is contrary to the Treaty 
of Rome. 
-Daily Telegraph 
T1ul right way for us to promote this 
country's prosperity is in part7tership 
with theotherninemembers of the 
Economic C0111111U1tity. We sluzll work 
with them/ora stronger and better 
C0111111U1tity·-for a C0111111U1tity which 
safeguards and promotes the interests 
of all its members. T1ul dif/icuJ.tUs 
which theC0111111U1tity now faus can 
and must be uoercome. 
-Foreign Secretary 
Francis Pym, quoted 
by Associated Press 
We must get away from the unduly 
negative approach to Europe that 
we have too often adopted in the 
past. Let us take a leaf out of de 
Gaulle's book, and point out that 
what we want is not to preserve 
Britain's national interests at the 
Community's expense, but rather 
to oblige the Community to adopt a 
rational system ofexpenditure 
which would benefit the majority of 
consumers and taxpayers 
throughout the Community, not 
only Britain. 
Our partners acknowledge that 
the common agricultural policy is 
rapidly becoming unworkable and 
consumes a much too high 
proportion of the Community's 
resources. Let us stop talking about 
getting our money back and talk 
instead about spending it more 
sensibly, for the benefit of all. We 
are not 'bad Europeans', unless we 
choose to present ourselves that 
way. 
-TheTimes 
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The threatened delay in admitting 
Spain to the BBC arises from the 
insistence of the French Government 
that a series of problems in Spanish 
accession be solved first by the BBC. 
These include the difficulties for 
fruit, vegetable, and wine growers as 
well as problems with the free 
movemeut of labour from Spain into 
other BBC countries. 
Spain already has pushed for a 
10-year transition for its industry 
while wanting a rapid integration in 
the lucrative BBC common 
agricultural policy. Some BBC 
countries would be happy if Spain 
was not given the full benefits of the 
CAP until policies had been agreed. 
-Guardian 
Some of the wilder talk now flying 
about in reaction to the bitterly 
resented farm prices decision-
including the recommendations that 
Britain ought to disrupt BBC 
business or withhold contributions-
must, we believe, be tempered with 
commonsense. 
There can be no unity ifBritain 
refuses to accept the disciplines of 
membership, and popular support 
for Britain will dwindle even further 
if we promote a reputation as the 
biggest moaners in Europe. 
-Sheffield Morning Telegraph 
Europe's Common Market leaders 
yesterday gave their toughest ever 
economic warning to the US to stop 
tryiagto dictate what the West 
shoulddo. . 
M. Mitterrand was so outraged at 
the way the Americans overturned 
agreements made at VersaDles that 
he vowed never to attend another 
Summit with them. He and 
Chancellor Schmidt ofWest 
Germany were all for taking the 
Americans to task in pubUc:. But 
Mrs Thatcher talked them into 
keeping it private. 
-Daily Mail 
Pro-European sentiment is on the 
rise in Norway. It became so 
marked recendy that the 'People's 
Movement against the BBC' came 
out of its self-satisfied hibernation 
to remind Norwegians that they 
had voted against joining the 
commonmarketad~eago. 
No Norwegian political party 
today is advocating a reversal of 
that decision, and few Norwegians 
would want to revive the traumatic 
divisions which the membership 
debate caused. But there is a 
widespread feeling not only among 
the old pro-Europeans but even 
among left-wing anti-marketeers 
that Norway is being left out of 
things and needs to do something 
about it. 
-Economist 
Britain has asked the BBC for 
emetgency aid to help rebuild the 
Falkland Islands economy. The 
Commissionhas£500,000 a year to 
spend on members states' overseas 
possessions. 
-Reuter 
Last week's vote on industrial 
democraCy means that Europe 
could end up forcing Britain to 
accept a watered-down version of 
the ill-fated Bullock report. 
The brainchild ofWest 
Germany, the directive allows 
member countries a choice of 
options for industrial democracy 
within a minimum legal 
framework: they can have single 
boards or two-tier structures, 
electionofrepsorco-option.But 
the version passed last week is 
much diluted from the original 
draft directive, which aimed at one-
third worker representation on a 
firm's supervisory board. 
It also restricts the c:Overage to 
firms with more than 1,000 
employees(notmanyleft, these 
·days) and recommends a majority 
vote of all employees to 'trigger' 
any new scheme. 
-New Society 
The hard-hearted BBC may find 
some spare cash for Britain after all 
-to save our crumbling seaside 
piers. Tory Huro-MP Sir Jack 
Stewart Clarkhas told the 
Community that Britain's piers are 
unique and they should qualifyfor 
cash under an BBC scheme to 
preserve Europe's cultural 
heritsge. 
'Our piers are just as important 
as the Acropolis in Athens and 
Italian churches,' says Sir Jack. 
-Daily Mirror 
Should America seriously curb 
steel imports the BBC's reaction 
would probably most affect 
agricultural products. Restrictions 
could be placed on imports of 
American soy beans and what is 
called com gluten (a by-product 
from the manufacture of fructose 
sugar substitute), bothofwhichare 
cheaper feed for animals than 
traditional grain. 
-Observer 
Idealismdoesnotrateformuchwhen 
there are 10 million unemployed in 
Eurqpe. Talent and commitment still 
do, and that is what the Community is 
short of. 
T1ul Common Market must chllnge 
and the series of crises it is 
experiencingwilldetermin4whetherit 
is~ableofdoingso.Butflexibility 
will on{y CIJTM if there is a willingness 
among the ID member states and ths 
leadership to create a Community 
better equipped to deal with wildly 
fluctuating economic conditions. 
-Western Mail 
Politically, Ireland is, in practice, 
now far less neutral than it was 
when entering the BBC. Although 
the sphere of political co-operation 
is not part of Community law, the 
Ten now tend to make many 
decisions in common. 
Economically Ireland is linked 
into the European Monetary 
System, which limits fluctuations 
between most BBC currenciet~. 
Despite a Government denial there 
is a growing speculation that the 
punt may have to devalue. 
The truth of it at the moment is 
that Ireland, economically, cannot 
keeppacewithitspartners. The 
BBC is prepared to help-as 
evidenced by the latest farm aid 
packages-but there are signs that 
the European Commission expects 
Irish Governments to take much 
tougher measures to put our homes 
in order. 
-Cork Examiner 
